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Abstract 
In this era of pandemic, the future of healthcare industry has never been 
more exciting. Artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI & ML) present 
opportunities to develop solutions that cater for very specific needs within the 
industry. Deep learning in healthcare had become incredibly powerful for 
supporting clinics and in transforming patient care in general. Deep learning 
is increasingly being applied for the detection of clinically important features 
in the images beyond what can be perceived by the naked human eye. Chest 
X-ray images are one of the most common clinical method for diagnosing a 
number of diseases such as pneumonia, lung cancer and many other abnor-
malities like lesions and fractures. Proper diagnosis of a disease from X-ray 
images is often challenging task for even expert radiologists and there is a 
growing need for computerized support systems due to the large amount of 
information encoded in X-Ray images. The goal of this paper is to develop a 
lightweight solution to detect 14 different chest conditions from an X ray im-
age. Given an X-ray image as input, our classifier outputs a label vector indi-
cating which of 14 disease classes does the image fall into. Along with the 
image features, we are also going to use non-image features available in the 
data such as X-ray view type, age, gender etc. The original study conducted 
Stanford ML Group is our base line. Original study focuses on predicting 5 
diseases. Our aim is to improve upon previous work, expand prediction to 14 
diseases and provide insight for future chest radiography research. 
 

Keywords 
Data Science, Deep Learning, X-Ray, Machine Learning, Artificial  
Intelligence, Health Care, CNN, Neural Network 

 

1. Introduction 

Radiology is a branch of medicine that can be divided into diagnostic radiology 
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and interventional radiology [1]. Diagnostic radiology involves examining the 
medical images to diagnose diseases and abnormalities. Chest X-ray radiography 
is the most common imaging examination that demands correct and immediate 
interpretation to avoid life-threatening diseases. The challenge arises when these 
images have to be interpreted by radiologists who are limited by speed, expe-
rience and the cost involved to get a certified radiologist. Therefore, health care 
industry turned towards deep learning algorithms to automate and generate ac-
curate radiology reporting. 

Deep learning in health care is bursting with possibility and remarkable inno-
vation by providing the ability to analyze vast quantities of data at exceptional 
speed without compromising on accuracy [2]. It enables the creation of algorithms 
that can learn and make predictions. In contrast to rules-based algorithms, ma-
chine learning takes advantage of increased exposure to large data sets and pos-
sesses the ability to improve performance with such exposures and learn with 
experience.  

Deep learning is a subset of artificial neural networks that are statistical and 
mathematical methods inspired by the way biological nervous system processes 
information with a large number of highly connected neurons, nodes or cells. 
Neural networks are structured as one input layer, one or more hidden layers 
and an output layer. Every hidden layer consists of a set of neurons that are fully 
connected to all neurons in the previous layer. The strength of such a connection 
is determined by weights of variable or features that associate inputs with out-
puts. For a neural network model to perform efficiently and accurately, these 
weights must be set to suitable values, which are estimated through training. 

From deep learning perspective, radiology images need to be pre-processed dif-
ferently due to variations in processors and memory restrictions. X-ray images in 
general are 2D images of a 3D human body. DL algorithms especially convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN) have proved more successful in training the mod-
els with 2D images than 3D images that adds an additional dimensionality to the 
problem. Convolution is a mathematical operation that employs a type of filter-
ing to determine the most useful features from a dataset, thereby having applica-
tions in finding patterns in signals or filtering signals.  

1.1. Related Works 

In recent years, large sets of radiology images have been made public. The availa-
bility of such datasets helped crowd-source the development and evaluation of deep 
learning models [3] [4] [5] [6]. In 2017, NIH Clinical Center released over 100,000 
chest x-ray images, which comprises 108,948 frontal-view X-ray images of 32,717 
unique to the scientific community. There were several studies based on this data. 
Wang et al. [7] through their paper “ChestX-ray8: Hospital-scale Chest X-ray Da-
tabase and Benchmarks on weakly-Supervised Classification and Localization of 
Common Thorax Diseases” demonstrated that the commonly occurring thoracic 
diseases can be detected and even spatially located via a unified weakly supervised 
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multi-label image classification and disease localization framework. 
In 2019, MIT published MIMIC-Chest X-Ray Database (MIMIC-CXR) collec-

tion of more than 350,000 chest x-ray images associated with 227,943 studies. 
These images consist of both frontal and lateral views and were compiled from 
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston during years 2011 to 2016. Im-
ages are provided with 14 labels derived from free-text radiology reports using 
NLP tools [8]. 

CheXpert is another such dataset consisting of 224,316 chest radiographs of 
65,240 patients who underwent a radiographic examination from Stanford Uni-
versity Medical Center between October 2002 and July 2017, in both inpatient 
and outpatient centers. Based on associated radiology reports, these X-rays im-
ages were labeled as positive, negative, or uncertain for the presence of 14 com-
mon chest radiographic observations. CheXpert data has attracted strong atten-
tion in building pre-trained learning models to address the challenges in X-Ray 
image processing, classification and segmentation. CheXNet is one prominent 
project by Stanford ML Group which is considered to have state of the art per-
formance in classifying diseases even better than expert radiologists.  

1.2. Baseline  

In this paper, we take inspiration from state-of-the-art CheXNet model to train 
similar models based on CNN that perform multi-class, multi-label classification 
with transfer learning from models trained on Imagenet data. Irvin et al. [1], in 
their paper developed models to predict five lungs’ conditions such as Atelecta-
sis, Cardiomegaly Consolidation, Edema and Pleural Effusion. Their study achieved 
AUC ranging from 0.85 to 0.93. Our goal is to expand the predictions from 5 dis-
eases to 14 diseases and achieve comparable AUCs, and also attempt to compare 
various pre-trained CNN models and their performance.  

2. Approach and Methods 

Our approach primarily focuses on developing CNN classifier to predict the la-
bels. During research, it is a good practice to evaluate models on different data-
sets since deep learning algorithms are often validated on historical data, yield-
ing guaranteed performance but are unable to attain same levels of accuracy when 
operating outside the training data range. This is called as overfitting. We employ 
a method to compare the performance of different models based on success me-
trics of the model on test data set of images and determine the best performing 
model under different parameter setting. 

2.1. Convolutional Neural Network 

CNN is a deep Learning algorithm which can take an input image, assign im-
portance as weights to various features in the image and be able to differentiate 
one from the other. The main advantage of Convolutional Neural network is 
that it has the capability to capture the temporal and spatial dependencies in an 
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image by applying relevant filters [9]. CNN architecture is composed of a con-
volutional layer, a pooling layer and a fully connected layer. The function of a 
convolutional layer is to extract features from images. Each convolutional layer 
can have multiple convolution kernels and the convolutional layer is calculated 
as follows: 

1 ,
ji M

l l l l
j j ij jx x k bf −

∈

 
= ∗  

 
+∑  

where 1l
jx −  is the characteristic map of the output of previous layer, l

jx  is the 
output of the ith channel of the jth convolutional layer and f(.) is called the acti-
vation function. jM  is the subset of input feature maps, l

ijk  is a convolutional 
kernel and l

jb  is its corresponding weight. A pooling layer sits between two 
convolutional layers to reduce the feature map dimensions and still maintain the 
scale of the features to an extent. Mean pooling and Max pooling are two main 
pooling methods used. A fully connected layer integrates multiple image maps 
after they are passed through multiple convolutional and pooling layers to ob-
tain high-level semantics used to determine the class labels. 

All the experiments in our work involve millions of parameters for multiple 
features and multiple layers of neural networks. This requires us to use a faster 
processing machine with graphic processing units (GPU) and cloud architecture 
that have pre-configured drivers and come with popular Python packages to 
build neural networks. 

2.2. Experimental Setup 

We used AWS Deep Learning AMI (Ubuntu 18.04) for training and prediction. 
These AMIs are pre-configured with PyTorch 1.7.1 and Python3.7 (CUDA 11.1 
and Intel MKL) along with other basic data science software like pandas, numpy, 
scipy etc. We used g4dn.2xlarge machine with 1 Tesla T4 GPU. 

2.3. Dataset 

We used a version of Chexpert data with down sampled resolution to train the 
model. The original data is 439 GB in size whereas the down sampled version is 
just 11 GB. We chose the down sampled version to save training time and com-
puting power. Sample images are shown in Figure 1. 

Each individual X-ray radiograph is represented by the image and a feature 
vector containing patient id, sex, age, study number, X-ray view-type, and a vector 
of fourteen expert-labeled observations. We clean the data to omit the sex and 
age features from the equation because we evaluate solely on the image. 

Train Data Distribution 
This subset of dataset is split into train and validation sets for model evalua-

tion with a split proportion of 80:20. Figure 2 and Figure 3 denote the distribu-
tion of train data and train labels respectively. An unseen test data set is used to 
evaluate predictions of classes by the trained models. 
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Figure 1. Sample images. 

 

 
Figure 2. Distribution of train data. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of train labels. 

2.4. Data Uncertainty 

Chest X-ray dataset contains images that are hard to classify for a certain disease 
to be present. So, radiologists often leave an uncertain label (value = −1) on such 
images. We followed approach similar to Irvin et al. [4] to handle uncertainties. 
Labels were split into u-zero and u-one categories based on previous studies. 
Category u-one means uncertain labels will be treated as positive and u-zero 
means negative. We considered labels Atelectasis, Edema as u-ones and rest of 
the labels as u-zero. 

2.5. Data Pre-Processing 

Dataset used for training and test are pre-processed through augmentation me-
thods. This was done to increase the size and quality of the dataset. This process 
helps in solving problems related to overfitting and enhances the model’s gene-
ralization ability during training and prediction of class labels. 

2.6. Modeling 

Based on our research, CNN architecture performs better on multi-class, mul-
ti-label classification of image dataset due to the reduction in number of para-
meters involved, without losing features that are critical for getting a good pre-
diction. So, we investigated multiple models based on CNN architecture that will 
be discussed in detail further. Each of this model is run on train and test data 
with a batch size of 96 for up to 40 epochs, binary cross entropy as loss function, 
Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001 which is multiplied by 10 
each time the validation loss plateau after an epoch. 

2.6.1. Custom Net (Simple Baseline Model) 
We started with a simple custom-made CNN models. Trained the model from 
scratch where input is passed through 4 convolutional layers by random initiali-
zation and fine tuning the weights of all the layers. Each convolutional layer has 
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a max pool layer and ReLU activations. Pooling layers used to reduce spatial vo-
lume. Figure 4 demonstrates list of parameters for each layer. Output of these 
layers is then passed to a fully connected sigmoid function to classify a collection 
of chest X-ray images. Sigmoid function helps to convert raw output values from 
classifier to corresponding probability values. We considered probability greater 
than 0.50 as positive detection. 

2.6.2. DenseNet121 
The core idea of DenseNet is to ensure maximum information flow between 
layers in the network by connecting all layers directly with each other. It has a 
stack of dense blocks followed by transition layers. Dense blocks contain differ-
ent units such as convolutions, batch normalization and ReLU activations. Each 
dense block generates a fixed number of feature vectors which is called the 
Growth rate i.e., the amount of information that layers can transmit. We trained 
DenseNet121 with initial weights from a pre-trained network on ImageNet data 
[10]. 

2.6.3. ResNet-50 
ResNet-50 is a convolutional neural network that is 50 layers deep. We initialize 
the network with pre-trained weights, where knowledge is transferred from Im-
ageNet data. Pre-trained network initial weights are frozen for first 6 layers used 
for feature extraction and only the weights of the last layer are adapted to 
re-train one or more layers with samples from the X ray dataset [11].  

2.6.4. Inception_V3 
This network has 48 layers depth that can make several improvements including 
label smoothing, factorized convolutions and uses an auxiliary classifier to propa-
gate label information lower down the network. We initialize the network with 
 

 
Figure 4. CustomNet training parameters. 
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pre-trained weights, where knowledge is transferred from ImageNet data and 
freeze these weights for first 8 layers [12]. 

2.6.5. Vgg16 
The VGG network is a neural network that has already been pretrained on over 
a million images from the ImageNet database. The network has 41 layers. There 
are 16 layers with learnable weights, 13 convolutional layers, and 3 fully connected 
layers. One of the major disadvantages of the VGG16 Neural Network is the 
huge number of trainable parameters. It has more than 134 million trainable pa-
rameters. We did freeze the first 6 layers so as to limit the trainable parameters 
to 57 k [11] [13]. 

Figure 5 demonstrates trainable parameters for each of these models. 

2.7. Success Metrics 

Accuracy: It is the ratio of number of correct predictions to the total number 
of input samples. 

Area Under Curve: AUC of a classifier is equal to the probability that the 
classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive example higher than a randomly 
chosen negative example [14]. 

F1 Score: F1 Score is the Harmonic Mean between precision and recall. 
Precision: The precision is the ratio the number of true positives to the sum 

of true positives and false positives. The precision denotes the ability of the clas-
sifier not to label as positive a sample that is negative. 

Recall: The recall is the ratio the number of true positives to the sum of true 
positives and false negatives. The recall denotes the ability of the classifier to find 
all the positive samples. 

2.8. Model Training 

We did a random 20% split of train data as validation data and trained model for 
a maximum of 40 epochs. ROC was used to determine early stopping criteria. 
Most of the models achieved best performance with 20 to 25 epochs. Figure 6 
demonstrates variations in training metrics per epoch. 

DenseNet model achieved highest training AUROC 78 and highest training 
accuracy 87% as indicated in Figure 7.  

 

 
Figure 5. Training parameters summary. 
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Figure 6. Training metrics per epoch. 

2.9. Training and Validation Metrics 

 
Figure 7. Training metrics summary. 

3. Results 

To evaluate the performance of models, we used unseen test data to predict the 
multi classifications labels. The validation set contains 200 studies from 200 pa-
tients randomly sampled from the full dataset with no patient overlap with the 
train set. Test data consisted of 234 images. Distribution of test data and labels is 
shown in Figure 8. 

3.1. Test Metrics 

Model performance validated against success metrics. Details available are in 
Figure 9. 

Based on overall test metrics, DenseNet121 achieved the best performance. 
This model achieved ROC score of 0.78 and accuracy of 87%. Other models 
ROC values ranged from 0.69 to 0.75 and accuracy from 83% to 86%.  
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Figure 8. Distribution of test data and labels. 
 

 
Figure 9. Test metrics overall summary. 

3.2. Test Metrics for Labels—AUROC 

Densenet121 performed better in the case of individual labels also. Figure 10 
shows AUROC values for various labels. Densenet121 model achieved AUROC 
ranging from 0.82 to 0.93 for the 5 labels those were part of the study conducted 
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by Stanford ML group [1]. The performance was good for some other labels also 
like Pleural Other (AUROC: 0.97) and Lung Opacity (AUROC: 0.91). The worst 
performance was for Enlarged Cardiomediastinum (AUROC: 0.49).  

3.3. Test Metrics for Labels—Accuracy 

Densenet121 gave the best accuracy for individual labels. Figure 11 shows Ac-
curacy values for various labels. Fracture, Lung Lesion, Pleural Other, Pneumo-
nia and Pneumothorax achieved more than 95% accuracy. Enlarged Cardiome-
diastinum had the least accuracy of 53%. 
 

 
Figure 10. Test labels comparison—AUROC. 

 

 
Figure 11. Test labels comparison—Accuracy. 
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3.4. Confusion Matrix 

Accuracy results may be misleading in some cases when the data set is unba-
lanced. We used confusion matrix to visualize true positives, false positives, true 
negatives, and false negatives as shown in Figure 12. Confusion Matrices for the 
best model, CustomNet and Densenet121 is given below. 

3.5. CustomNet  

 
Figure 12. Confusion matrix for CustomNet. 

3.6. DenseNet 

Figure 13 demonstrates confusion matrix for DenseNet. The inability of the mod-
els to predict certain diseases are evident from the confusion matrix. For exam-
ple, there were 68 positive cases for “Cardiomegaly” in the test data. Custom net 
predicted only 8 cases correctly where as DenseNet121 predicted 3 cases. 
 

 
Figure 13. Confusion matrix for DenseNet. 

4. Conclusion 

The models were able to achieve ROC of about 0.78 and overall accuracy of 
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about 87 percent. Dense121 pre-trained model gave the best performance for test 
data prediction. However, all models failed to accurately predict positive cases of 
certain diseases in spite of higher overall prediction accuracy rate. After ex-
amining the results, we hypothesize that these poor results are primarily due to 
lack of balanced training data. The number of positive cases in training data was 
very less compared to the negative class. Considering the uncertainty label as posi-
tive is not an effective approach for handling uncertainty in the dataset and is 
particularly ineffective on certain diseases. Overall, for 5 diseases, the best model 
was able to achieve AUROC comparable with baseline studies. Also model suc-
cessfully predicted several other labels like Fracture, Lung Lesion, Pleural Other, 
Pneumonia and Pneumothorax with more than 95% accuracy. 

Optimization 

We realize that the class imbalance affected model’s ability to predict positive 
cases of certain labels. For example, Cardiomediastinum has only 4% positive 
cases in train data and Pneumonia has only 3% positive cases. In the future, we 
wish to address this by experimenting with over sampling or under sampling 
techniques. The bias towards the dominant class can be reduced by altering the 
training data in order to decrease the imbalance.  

Code Location 

https://github.com/aravindsp/CS598_DL_Chest_X_RayClassification 

Notebook 

https://github.com/aravindsp/CS598_DL_Chest_X_RayClassification/blob/main
/code/cs-598-multi-labelchest-x-ray-classification.ipynb 

Python Script 

https://github.com/aravindsp/CS598_DL_Chest_X_RayClassification/blob/main
/code/cs-598-multi-labelchest-x-ray-classification.py 
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Abstract 
While images are central to the discipline of art history, surprisingly little re-
search has been conducted on the uses of digital environments for teaching in 
the discipline. Over the past decade, more studies have emerged considering 
the egalitarian space that can be used by students and teachers in web-based 
applications and social media. A body of literature has begun to emerge out 
of a small network of scholars and educators interested in digital humanities 
and art history, providing examples of how new tools can be integrated into 
the standard slideshow and lecture format of the field. At the same time, the 
latest technology that proves revolutionary for the field has had very little 
study-virtual reality (VR). Additionally, sensory evidence for digital art his-
tory and the creation of immersive interactive and multimodal environments 
for knowledge production is still underexplored. As multiple educational me-
taverses are currently under development, understanding best practices and 
pedagogical use of VR has never been timelier. This study seeks to review the 
pedagogical use of VR in art history current in the field and introduces results 
from a study of the most effective ways to use these immersive experiences 
using Bloom’s revised taxonomy. Results confirm that the most effective me-
thod to structure VR assignments is to provide training on the technology, 
provide students with the necessary instructional material to introduce the 
concept, skill or technique to be learned, create or select an immersive expe-
rience that reinforces that topic, and conclude with a debrief or discussion 
about major takeaways from the experience. 
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1. Introduction 

While many studies, especially in the digital humanities, have sought to integrate 
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the latest technology and new media into the curriculum of art history, little has 
been published on the pedagogical application of virtual reality (VR) in particu-
lar [1]. For instance, in the collection of essays on Teaching Art History with New 
Technologies, new digital technologies and web-based applications for building 
concept maps and GIS are discussed, but VR was in its infancy [2]. Finch [3] 
confirms the surprising dearth of studies and points to the apparent hostility of 
digital environments in teaching in the discipline. A study by the Kress Founda-
tion in 2011 confirms the assumption. The study was carried out with the Roy 
Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media at George Mason University and 
surveyed professionals on their use of digital art history [4]. The findings indi-
cate an ambivalence or open hostility toward digital art history despite promis-
ing learning outcomes.  

The most recent research into the use of VR in education has noted that the 
affordances include engaging learners in generative processing [5]. As with in-
troducing a reading or a video, an immersive experience can either precede or 
follow a traditional lecture on a given topic in the field in order to provide greater 
insight or context [6]. Yet, little research has been undertaken to understand the 
pedagogical benefits of how instructors may leverage the immersive capabilities 
unique to the technology. Studies have thus far focused on qualities of presence, 
engagement, and immersion in general terms [7] [8] [9]. The manner and degree 
to which students are able to benefit from these qualities, however, depends 
upon their emotional engagement. Playing a video game or watching a video 
does seem engaging on their own, but in order to acquire emotional skills, tech-
nology employed needs to arouse emotional responses to support learning [10]. 
Certainly, cinema has the ability to evoke emotions in spectators, but does not 
induce emotions with a consistently high standard of reproducibility, prosocial 
change, and control [11]. Furthermore, there is the challenge of needing to in-
duce emotions in an authentic way in order to simulate a user’s real-life expe-
rience. Virtual reality is ideally suited to such experiences within virtual envi-
ronments where stimuli can be controlled [12]. Once the experience has been 
identified and aligned with a learning outcome, positive results are noted and 
sense experience leveraged [13]. On the other hand, the relationship between the 
selected experience, outcome, and pedagogical methodology used in the class-
room, especially the relationship between the use of VR and the instructional 
material, has yet to be thoroughly investigated. 

The pedagogical approaches and methodologies best suited for the use of VR 
need be investigated. As such, this study seeks to determine the most effective 
pedagogical use of virtual reality using Bloom’s revised taxonomy. Students from 
two sections of History of Western Art to 1300, which covers prehistory to the 
Renaissance, were instructed to complete the same virtual reality applications, 
which took them through a reconstruction of Pompeii. The first class had the 
experience before covering the material in class with a lecture and discussion. 
The second class had a lecture covering the material in class, and then had the 
VR experience without further debriefing. Student surveys, instructor feedback, 
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and artifacts produced following the experience confirmed that introducing a 
topic to students that is reinforced with a VR experience and other supplemen-
tary materials then meeting together and discussing the topic in class yielded the 
best results. Furthermore, students claimed that with the limited interaction of 
the selected experience, VR is best suited for the lower levels of Bloom’s revised 
taxonomy: “Explain ideas or concepts” (understanding), “Draw connections 
among ideas” (analyzing), and “Help recall facts and basic concepts” (remem-
bering). The study confirms that the use of virtual reality improved student en-
gagement and outcomes, as well as better understanding of topics covered. 

2. Literature Review 

With the ability to effectively transport students to any site in the world, includ-
ing world culture heritage locations and museums, immersive realities are ideally 
suited to understand the context of a work. Through conveying critical changes in 
time, space or behavior through interaction and sensory immersion, these games 
can create thematic conceptual experiences that are themselves framed by con-
textual meaning. The field has already adopted emerging technologies to inves-
tigate cultural artifacts. Taking cues from the artworld itself, art historians dis-
seminate reproductions of works first through printmaking and then through 
projections with magic lanterns. The modern age saw the rise of the slide carou-
sel projector and now the ubiquitous ceiling-mounted LCD projector in class-
rooms across the world today. Art history has always sought out the most im-
mersive methods to bring works to students. Furthermore, the ability of these 
emerging technologies to preserve, represent, and disseminate cultural heritage 
has received much attention in digital humanities scholarship [14] [15] [16] [17] 
[18]. But unlike the earlier technologies listed above, VR is not primarily a pas-
sive information delivery system. VR and gaming have the unprecedented edu-
cational ability to dynamically engage students and educators in a simulacrum. 
The three characteristics that act in concert to provide such an experience are 
outlined by Bekele and Champion [19] as the ability to: “1) establish a contextual 
relationship between users, virtual content, and cultural context, 2) allow colla-
boration between users, and 3) enable engagement with the cultural context in 
the virtual environments and the virtual environment itself.” The features afford 
users the ability to engage with the experience, other users, and a deeper under-
standing of the context of the relationship between the three in a virtual envi-
ronment. 

Studies on the use of virtual reality (VR) in the art history classroom follow 
the increase in availability of hardware and relevant applications. Early studies 
focused on elements of immersion, presence, engagement, and educational po-
tential of the new technology. For instance, a project by Casu, Spano, Sorrentino 
and Scateni [20] sought to leverage the lower cost of consumer hardware in de-
veloping an application for the teaching of Art History. Art Thief is another exam-
ple of a game created at the California Institute of the Arts (2017) for CalArts 
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Game Makers Club. In this scenario-RPG, a young security guard named Olive 
must fend off an art thief in a museum, while simultaneously interacting with 
the museum staff and visitors to solve puzzles, etc. Unfortunately, the 2D game 
is limited in its interactions and is not as engaging as immersive content to be dis-
cussed [21]. Other examples allow for ease of use in configuring museums as de-
sired. For example, ArtRift, a VR tool designed for art history students and teachers, 
allows for the configuration of virtual rooms in a museum with pre-selected art-
works and is enhanced by multimodal annotation. Improving upon a traditional 
art history lecture where two works are compared and contrasted, the applica-
tion allows for works to be juxtaposed with each other in each room and instruc-
tors add additional multimedia content, such as audio or textual descriptions. 
Among the immediate benefits of such virtual spaces, outlined by Casu, Spano, 
Sorrentino, and Scateni [20], is that comparisons can be made in a physical space 
that would never be possible in reality. Large sculptures, such as Michelangelo’s 
David and Moses cannot ever be seen together as one is in Florence while the oth-
er Rome. In these simulated, virtual museum spaces, students can now compare 
the physical and stylistic elements of art as they were unable to do previously. In 
order to study the effectiveness of the application, students at Filippo Figari 
High School, Sassari were broken into two groups. The first was given access to 
works through a LCD projector on a wall, while the second through VR. At the 
close of the class, students were given the Instructional Material Motivation Survey 
instrument (IMMS) to assess their experiences. Students were queried on three 
areas: Attention Factor, Satisfaction, Relevance. All areas had qualitatively signif-
icant reporting and motivation was improved through the use of VR as opposed to 
traditional instructional methods. 

As the previous example illustrates, previous research in the use of VR has 
primarily focused on secondary education [22]. As an example, Brownridge [23] 
outlined a curriculum to integrate VR into history and social studies classes in 
K-12 education. In the examples provided, students would take virtual field trips 
using Google Expedition (GE). A series of studies confirmed improved engage-
ment and motivation once VR was integrated into coursework. The few studies 
that have been carried out in postsecondary education, however, have found the 
same positive correlations. For instance, Ghida [24] discusses how immersive 
reality has been used in his History of Western Architecture class, leveraging the 
ability to study a three-dimensional monument fully in three dimensions instead 
of an image or digital projection on a two-dimensional surface. Ghida provided 
students with specific monuments to view in Google Earth VR (released 2017) in 
order to experience monuments virtually in human scale. Given the advantages 
for architecture students, there is little surprise that the approach has since been 
adopted in architecture departments around the world, including Utah State 
University, MIT, Queensland University of Technology, Georgia State Universi-
ty, University of South California, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Mount 
Saint Mary College, NY, and Florida State University.  
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In addition to providing the ability to tour monuments in three dimensions, 
research has also demonstrated that, as in the sciences, VR can be used to un-
derstand abstract concepts such as chronology in the field of art history, as well. 
Through a study of UK and Ukranian students at three levels from secondary to 
college, Korallo [25] sought to determine the effectiveness of using VLEs to as-
sist in the teaching and learning of historical chronology in different fields. The 
study confirmed the difficulty in teaching the abstract nature of time for differ-
ent learning levels. In order to learn the sequences of events and address this 
pedagogical issue, the groups were taught the sequences of events in a virtual 
environment. At the same time, control groups were shown the same events 
with texts and pictures, as well as with PowerPoint slides. Sets of parallel time-
lines were shown simultaneously, including music and art history, and the his-
tory of psychology, art and general history, respectively. The most beneficial ex-
perience was when undergraduate students were able to view three parallel time-
lines simultaneously within a continuous virtual environment. More specifically, 
using virtual environments assists in understanding historical events on a time-
line and is a superior learning strategy than traditional techniques. 

Another immersive experience was developed for a Renaissance art history 
class at the University of Indiana, Bloomington. Brennan [26] supported by the 
subject-matter expert, Dr. Giles Knox, developed four fresco cycles in the Unity 
game engine. With limitations of the HTV Vive headsets needing to be con-
nected to a desktop computer, there were not enough units nor space to set up in 
the actual classroom, and thus the Virtual Reality Lab on campus hosted small 
groups of students outside of class time. After covering the material in class, 
students would then set up a time to explore the fresco that had just been cov-
ered, starting with the Scrovegni Chapel in Padua, Italy. 360-degree photographs 
of the cycles were imported as skyboxes into the game engine to support the 
build out. As prolonged movements often lead to VR sickness, students moved 
through the experience via teleportation between skyboxes/nodes. Smart history 
lectures were triggered when approaching the respective scenes. The production 
phase was followed by play testing and several iterations of the application to 
ensure the best user experience. In the study, students had the experience after 
covering the material in class. No data was collected regarding outcomes and 
taxonomic considerations. 

The previous examples, while important early research into the field, dealt 
with limited pedagogical study of the use of virtual reality for art history course-
work. In fact, few studies on VR pedagogy have been conducted in any area. The 
few that have do indicate a beneficial structuring of course activities to maximize 
the impact IR have on student engagement and interaction. For instance, Thors-
teinsson [27] noted that in the Innovative Education (IE) study in Icelandic 
schools, Virtual Reality Learning Environment technology (VRLE) was used to 
support innovation. The technology was used to support online communications 
and collaboration between students and teachers to develop drawn solutions and 
descriptions of solutions to problems. The study by Thorsteinsson outlined the 
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considerations for implementation and the various pedagogical spheres of learning 
that included the student’s home, classroom, and VRLE environment. Students 
would generate content for the course for their homework, learn how to use the 
technology in the classroom, and ideate while using VR headsets and collaborate 
with other students. The steps set out for the curriculum included 1) finding 
needs; 2) brainstorming; 3) creating and choosing initial solutions; 4) concept 
drawing; 5) creating a description of the solution; and 6) presentation of solu-
tion. The sequence included introducing a concept/problem and training in the 
technology, then the use of VRLEs, and, finally, a debrief with a discussion and 
presentation. The steps paralleled those taken by the teacher over the course of 
instruction, which included 1) introduction; 2) basic training; 3) students re-
porting needs and problems; 4) brainstorming sessions with students; 5) stu-
dents working in groups or as individuals to develop solutions inside of VRLEs; 
and 6) summarizing lessons for students.  

While studies specific to the field of art history have focused on limited qua-
litative evidence, further investigation into when, how, and for what purpose VR 
should be leveraged in educational settings is necessary. For instance, given the 
limited availability of games, simulations, or experiences provided by applica-
tions between 2000 and 2015, studies naturally focused on the potential viability 
of the new technology as a tool to enhance learning. With the release of the 
Oculus Rift in 2012, HTV Vive in 2015, and Oculus Quest 2 in 2020, the barriers 
to adoption were largely removed. With greater access to the head-mounted dis-
plays (HMDs), educators and researchers could expand access to a wider demo-
graphic for a variety of studies. As studies now confirm, the positive correlation 
between the use of VR in education and learning outcomes and engagement, in-
stitutions of higher education are adopting the technology at greater rates. Re-
cent polls also indicate that 90% of institutions will increase adoption of XR in 
the next five years, while only 12% are currently adopting XR broadly [28]. With 
educational metaverses in development, understanding the best practices and 
pedagogical strategies when implementing the technology has never been time-
lier. 

3. Methodology 

The mixed-methods study included data from surveys collected from students, 
instructor feedback and artifacts (short essays). The sample was collected from 
Lindenwood University, a private, four-year, liberal arts institution in the sub-
urban ring of St. Louis, Missouri. Participants included 47 students from all four 
academic colleges from across the institution: Colleges of Education and Human 
Services, Arts and Humanities, Science, Health and Technology, and The Plaster 
College of Business and Entrepreneurship-enrolled in two General Education 
sections of History of Western Art to 1300. The two hybrid sections were offered 
in the Fall semester of 2021 and were designed to meet 50% of the allotted time 
face-to-face with additional activities, including readings, research, and recorded 
lectures, outside of class. The purpose of the project was to assess pedagogical 
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best practices for the use of virtual reality (VR) through student perceptions, 
performance, and feedback coupled with instructor feedback and observations.  

Students were tasked to engage with the Pompeii Experience available on the 
Oculus Rift. Additional learning activities focused on the city of Pompeii in-
cluded a one-hour documentary, a brief online article, as well as classroom and 
recorded lectures and discussions. All students submitted a reflection paper in 
conjunction with the assignment. The experience occurred at the midpoint of 
the semester in addition to other standard course assignments that included a 
traditional formal analysis paper and two exams with slide identifications and 
comparison essays. Students in section one of the course were instructed to com-
plete the VR experience, documentary, article, and online lecture before attend-
ing class. Following the experience, factual information regarding life and civili-
zation in Pompeii was discussed in class. Students in the second section were in-
structed to view the experience after the content on Pompeii was presented in a 
classroom lecture.  

This project utilized a mixed-methods approach to gather data, including qua-
litative (open-ended comments) and thematic (quantitative) results from an on-
line survey. The survey instrument focused on the different methods for im-
parting information, as well as four different forms of media and thus informed 
the pedagogical considerations of VR. The survey was administered in Fall of 
2021. Data collected afterwards gauged student demographics, feedback on the 
VR experience, asked for student preference for the order of introducing an art 
historical subject and supplementary learning materials, and how the technology 
would best be utilized in the six categories of Bloom’s revised taxonomy. Stu-
dents were then asked an open-ended question regarding their experience and 
what they felt VR was pedagogically best suited to accomplish. Students were 
contacted either through the University course management system or were 
emailed with links to online surveys. The survey was available for approximately 
two weeks at the end of the eight-week term and all data was collected using Qu-
altrics to ensure privacy and anonymity of responses. These results were sorted 
based on demographics (such as gender identity, major, age, etc.) and data were 
exported from the survey system. Descriptive statistics were calculated and used 
for comparisons between groups. The comparison of the two sections looked 
carefully at the level of engagement, discussion participation, excitement over 
the topic covered, understanding of material, and this was gauged via data ga-
thered via student surveys, reflection papers, and outcomes on assignments and 
exams. The reflective essays students produced were evaluated along with the 
results of the surveys in order to glean more information on learning outcomes 
and more extensive feedback on the experiences. 

4. Results 

Of the 47 student respondents, 97.87% of participants were between 18 - 24 
years of age; 61.7% identified as female, 36.17% male, and 2.13% non-binary; 
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76.60% identified as White, 14.89% Black or African American, 6.38% Hispanic 
or Latino, and 2.13% Asian. The majority (59.57%) of students were enrolled in 
the course to fulfill a General Education requirement, 36.17% enrolled to fulfill 
major requirements, and 4.26% as an elective. While most of the students (83%) 
reported being slightly familiar or more with VR technology prior to the class, 
68.09% of them had also never used VR previously, while 27.66% reported us-
ing it on a monthly basis, and 4.26% of students reported using VR weekly 
Figure 1.  

In terms of student perception of their preference for completing the VR ac-
tivity prior to or after discussing the history of Pompeii in class, students pre-
ferred the chronology employed in their section. Of the students in section one 
who completed the VR and associated Pompeii activities before the activity de-
brief and lecture in class, 50% reported that have a VR experience prior to 
learning about Pompeii in class was better, while 20% felt it would be better after 
learning about the city in class Figure 2. Likewise, 50% of students in section 
two who completed the VR activity after discussing the history of Pompeii pre-
ferred this chronology, but none thought it would be better to complete the VR 
activity before class. In a follow-up question regarding when they considered it 
would be appropriate to conduct a VR experience, each group also were inclined 
to their experience, where 90% of the students section one felt it would be 
somewhat to extremely appropriate to complete a VR activity before coming to 
class, 70% of the students in section two found it somewhat to extremely appro-
priate to learn about Pompeii in class before completing their VR activity Figure 
3. 

Student perception of preparation to complete a VR experience also did not 
differ strongly enough to inform the chronology of the assignment. All respon-
dents from section one felt somewhat to very prepared to complete the VR activity  
 

 
Figure 1. Student familiarity with virtual reality (VR) technology prior to class. 
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Figure 2. Student preferences for timing of VR experiences. 

 

 
Figure 3. Student evaluation of appropriateness of timing of VR experiences. 

 
before lecture. This rate actually decreased for section two, where 90% of stu-
dents in this section felt somewhat to very prepared for the activity after learning 
about Pompeii. However, the students may have interpreted this sense of prepa-
ration to mean the instructions for how to complete the assignment, how to re-
serve the Oculus Rift headset, etc.  

An area of consensus from students in both sections was their perception of 
the benefit of VR. 71.21% of students overall claimed that VR helped them learn 
better, with 25.53% selecting “maybe,” for its helpfulness, and only 4.26% who 
responded “no”. Beyond this, 91% of students found that learning about Pom-
peii through VR was more useful than reading about the topic, and 79.1% stated 
that it was more useful than watching a video. Therefore, students find VR the 
most useful, then watching a video, and, finally, reading about a topic. Several 
students use the open comment portion of their survey to leave comments such 
as: “It was super enjoyable especially because I’ve never learned like this! Some-
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times I felt overwhelmed with what I needed to look at because there was so 
much, so I liked the VR experiences where it teleported yourself to different lo-
cations and explained the art in front of you.” 

Along these lines, students ranked the following categories adapted from 
Bloom’s revised taxonomy. Based on the aggregate responses, respondents found 
the following to be the learning objectives best suited for VR (in order from 
most to least beneficial) Figure 4: 

1) Explain ideas or concepts (understanding) 
2) Draw connections among ideas (analyzing) 
3) Help recall facts and basic concepts (remembering) 
4) Use information in new situations (applying) 
5) Justify a stand or decision (evaluating) 
6) Producing a new/original work (creating) 
From the instructor vantage point, changing the order of classroom lecture 

and student engagement with the Pompeii activities made a large impact on the 
shape of the class discussion. When introducing his students to Pompeii before 
they completed the additional assignments, Olsen reports that this order gives 
the instructor an open field to introduce students to the history and develop-
ments of Pompeii, with which they may not already be very familiar. Introduc-
ing new content in class can be an enjoyable component of teaching, especially 
when it is a topic that tends to pique student interest, such as the cataclysmic 
events at Pompeii. The clear disadvantage of this order is not being able to capi-
talize on the excitement students experienced engaging with the VR and addi-
tional learning materials. While they did record their observations in response 
papers, the level of enthusiasm wasn't transferred into the written response to 
the same degree as it was for students who discussed their experiences in class. 
And as the reflection paper was an individual assignment, it did not allow stu-
dents to feed off of each other’s experiences in discussing their observations. As 
a final positive element, when introducing new material to students before they  
 

 
Figure 4. Student rank order of taxanomic benefits of VR experiences. 
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complete their activities as supplemental learning, one can verify that they have 
attained a level of proficiency and understanding. Completing additional mate-
rials after that will then provide even further clarification and insight to build on 
a base that they have already established.  

In contrast, asking students to complete the VR assignment materials prior to 
discussing them in class carries much of the same benefits one encounters in in-
structing a flipped classroom. Students come to class with a solid level of under-
standing. But in this study, their experiential learning enhanced their under-
standing far greater than just engaging with a prerecorded lecture. Their under-
standing for the layout, remains, and daily operations of Pompeii was considera-
bly more in-depth. That experience allowed classroom discussion to move beyond 
just quizzing or reviewing, and instead more time was used in analysis and ap-
plication of learned concepts. What’s more, students came to class excited to talk 
about their impressions. Olsen’s sense is that part of this was due to the nature of 
discovering Pompeii and the charismatic and thought-provoking characteristic 
of the documentary his students watched. But these materials, in addition to the 
added layer of the novelty of VR technology and gaining a sense of experiential 
learning had a noticeable positive impact on his students. As students reported, 
the ability to see and move through the remains of Pompeii was exciting. How-
ever, they did report some minor frustrations with aspects with the VR applica-
tion (glitchy movements, difficulty in navigation, VR sickness, less compatibility 
for students with glasses). One student articulated a clear point of benefit from 
this approach. He recounted his excitement when he had completed the VR ex-
perience before watching the documentary. When the video moved through an 
area of the city he had encountered in the application, he enthusiastically ex-
pressed “hey I know that area, I just ‘walked’ along that street!”  

As reflected in the survey data, the majority of students expressed their prefe-
rence for learning about Pompeii via VR over watching a video or reading an ar-
ticle. In class, several students iterated this preference, citing the imitation of 
corporeal engagement in the process of their learning as being a factor that was 
so appealing. They enjoyed the active nature of the application, that they could 
move through spaces in the city and view things of their choosing, which they 
stated was more generally more appealing than just viewing a video on a screen.  

Recommendations 

Students from each section expressed a preference for their own order of en-
gagement with learning materials. What is clear, however, is that students from 
each section saw the use of VR as beneficial in their learning. The use of this ap-
plication assisted in their learning, sufficiently targeting the areas of Bloom’s 
taxonomy that involve “explaining ideas”, “recalling facts”, and “creating new 
connections” as the most beneficial aspect of this technology. Those that were 
prepared with the instructional material prior to the experience and had an ac-
tive learning activity including a debriefing discussion thereafter performed bet-
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ter on assessments. And while an instructor can utilize any order of engagement 
activities and classroom discussion to positive results, the instructor of record 
for this course found that debriefing the activity afterwards promoted more sti-
mulating discussion and engagement in class. One possible explanation would 
be that when students arrive in class with a deeper, preliminary understanding of 
a topic, as well as a general enthusiasm regarding the experiential learning that 
has been encountered, and then the experience can be leveraged for further analy-
sis and more in-depth application during in-class activities. 

5. Conclusion 

The adoption and use of VR in postsecondary education is still in their infancy. 
More educational applications are being developed across disciplines for ready-made 
experiences to introduce, reinforce, or master content. As with other pedagogical 
practices, instructors should use best practices to ensure the most benefit can be 
gained from the use of this and other emerging technologies. Merely selecting an 
application with similar content or subject matter to a topic covered in class will 
not guarantee a positive correlation between the experience and student learning 
outcomes. Understanding the benefits and limitations of virtual reality will be 
crucial in the coming decade for higher education, and the first step is familia-
rizing oneself as an educator with the tools now available for deployment. One 
should also consider how such tools should be used in the classroom. As dem-
onstrated with this study, and confirmed in another [27], successful use of VR 
technology in the classroom should consider Bloom’s revised taxonomy and in-
troduce the concept and problem, train students on the use of the technology, 
allow them to experience it, and then debrief on their experience, as well as 
reinforcing learning outcomes. 
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Abstract 
Livestock is a critical socioeconomic asset in developing countries such as 
Ethiopia, where the economy is significantly based on agriculture and animal 
husbandry. However, there is an enormous loss of livestock population, which 
undermines efforts to achieve food security and poverty reduction in the coun-
try. The primary reason for this challenge is the lack of a reliable and prompt 
diagnosis system that identifies livestock diseases in a timely manner. To ad-
dress some of these issues, the integration of an expert system with deep learn-
ing image processing was proposed in this study. Due to the economic signi-
ficance of cattle in Ethiopia, this study was only focused on cattle disease di-
agnosis. The cattle disease symptoms that were visible to the naked eye were 
collected by a cell phone camera. Symptoms that were identified by palpation 
were collected by text dialogue. The identification of the symptoms category 
was performed by the image analysis component using a convolutional neural 
network (CNN) algorithm. The algorithm classified the input symptoms with 
95% accuracy. The final diagnosis conclusion was drawn by the reasoner com-
ponent of the expert system by integrating image classification results, loca-
tion, and text information obtained from the users. We developed a prototype 
system that incorporates the image classification algorithms and the reasoner 
component. The evaluation result of the developed system showed that the 
new diagnosis system could provide a rapid and effective diagnosis of cattle 
diseases. 
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1. Introduction 

Livestock is an important component of socio-economic development in Ethi-
opia. In terms of livestock population, the country ranks first in Africa and tenth 
in the world. Livestock contributes approximately 40% of the country’s total agri-
cultural output and 15% of the total gross domestic product [1]. However, vari-
ous factors limit the potential economic benefits that could be obtained from li-
vestock farming. One of the factors is the scarcity of veterinary practitioners that 
provide timely and accurate diagnoses and treatment. In Ethiopia, the veterina-
rian-to-animal ratio is 1:500,000 [2]. Another reason is the presence of endemic 
and transboundary diseases, which reduce the productivity of the cattle popula-
tion [3]. Some of the factors that contribute to the spread of cattle diseases in the 
country include a lack of sufficient medical infrastructures, a lack of endemic 
and transboundary disease controlling protocol, a lack of local and central gov-
ernment attention, and the remoteness of livestock owners. A lack of priorly es-
tablished endemic and transboundary disease controlling protocol could expose 
countries to a severe spread of animal diseases [4]. Disease outbreaks reduce the 
quality and productivity of animal products such as milk, skin, and hides, and 
this in turn results in trade restrictions on these products [5]. Cattle skin diseases 
are conditions that cause inflamed, irritated, or scaly skin, hair loss, changes in 
skin pigmentation, and visible growth [6]. Cattles suffer from a variety of skin 
problems, some of which are simple to treat while others are more difficult. Lumpy 
skin disease (LSD), bovine papillomatosis (warts), and dermatophytosis (ring-
worm) are common skin diseases in Ethiopia. Approximately 65% of skin and 
hide products are rejected due to poor quality caused by these diseases [7]. The 
prevalence of these diseases should be taken seriously to prevent them from ne-
gatively impacting the quality of finished products. As a result, quick detection 
and diagnosis of livestock diseases are critical for preventing the spread of out-
breaks of livestock diseases. Currently, most medical diagnostic systems use ei-
ther a text or image-based approach for acquiring symptoms. [3] developed a 
text-based expert system with hybrid reasoning consisting of the case and rule- 
based reasoning for the diagnosis of cattle diseases. The system accepts text- 
based symptoms from a user and then searches for a solution from a similar case 
in the case base. However, the accuracy of a symptom description of the condi-
tions that were encountered using a text-based approach depends on the under-
standing of the person who describes the symptoms. Having a system that does 
not require the assistance of an expert to describe the symptoms will allow people 
without medical backgrounds to easily diagnose and treat the diseases. [8] devel-
oped a web-based expert system to diagnose infectious and non-infectious cattle 
diseases using rule-based reasoning. [9] developed an android application expert 
system to simplify disease detection and show brief information about cattle’s 
using a rule-based forward reasoning engine. [10] developed a mobile-based diag-
nosis of skin diseases using case-based reasoning with image processing to detect 
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diseases. They reported the system showed an encouraging performance with an 
accuracy of 83%. [11] developed a mobile application for the diagnosis of skin 
diseases using case-based reasoning with image processing to detect diseases by 
applying similar past problems. Thus, we need a system that can easily describe 
the symptoms of a disease in a way that is satisfactory for the correctness of the 
diagnosis. A hybrid diagnosis system has the advantage of representing symptoms 
more conveniently and easily compared to image or text-based systems. Howev-
er, a hybrid diagnosis system is not sufficiently studied for cattle disease diagno-
sis. Therefore, the main objective of this project was to integrate artificial intelli-
gence models such as convolutional neural networks and expert systems to de-
velop a system that can diagnose cattle diseases easily and efficiently. 

2. Materials and Methods 

In this study, the integration of an expert system with deep learning image 
processing was proposed to develop a system that could quickly detect and di-
agnose cattle disease. The design of the cattle disease diagnosis system includes 
two modules i.e., the expert system and image analysis modules.      

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are known for their success in human 
and animal health studies [10]. An expert system (ES) is a computer program 
that can act as an expert in a specific field by analyzing and making decisions 
based on the knowledge base [12]. Digital image processing (DIP) is a technique 
that uses a computer system to manipulate images [13]. 

2.1. Hybrid Cattle Disease Diagnosis System 

The design and development of a hybrid cattle disease diagnosis (HCDD) system 
consider the basic procedure used by veterinaries as well as three other consid-
erations. The symptoms that were identified by visual inspection were brought 
to the system as an image. The images that were brought to the system were 
classified by the image analysis module to identify the symptoms category. In 
addition, the symptoms that were noted by palpation were brought to the system 
as text dialogue. The text interface was in form of a checkbox, where the user can 
select the appropriate symptoms. The location (GPS), where the image was cap-
tured, was extracted from the image to guide the diagnosis procedure. Smart-
phones tag all kinds of metadata to images. This metadata is known as exchan-
geable image file format (EXIF). Depending on the camera, EXIF data will store 
the current state of the camera when the photo was taken including date and 
time, shutter speeds, focal lengths, lens type, and location. The reasoning com-
ponent reaches a final diagnosis result by integrating image classification results, 
location, and text information obtained from the users. The system architecture 
for the system is illustrated in Figure 1. The components of each module are 
described along with relevant techniques, algorithms, and considerations as the 
following. 

The user interface (UI) module was responsible for communication between  
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Figure 1. System architecture [RBR is rule-based reasoning and CBR is case-based rea-
soning]. 
 
the system and the user. It was used to collect important signs that occurred in 
symptomatic cattle. The UI has text and image-based information feeding com-
ponents that allow users to feed critical information to the system.  

The knowledge engineering module was responsible to build the required 
knowledge base for the proposed approach. It includes knowledge acquisition, 
knowledge modeling, and knowledge representation. 

Knowledge acquisition was used to acquire knowledge and fact required for 
the diagnosis. The rules were extracted from the standard veterinary treatment 
guidelines such as Drug Administration and Control Authority (DACA) [14], 
black’s veterinary dictionary [15] and Merck’s veterinary manual [16]. The cases 
were collected from different case studies, and veterinary experts, and other lite-
rature were used as the main source of domain knowledge. 

Knowledge modeling was responsible to model the acquired knowledge to 
understand the whole diagnosis and treatment techniques. It demonstrates the 
diagnosis procedures for skin diseases. The proposed disease diagnosis model 
considered all these features as shown in Figure 2. 

Knowledge representation was a modeled knowledge that was represented in a 
way that was suitable for operation in a system. The case was represented using  
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Figure 2. Disease diagnosis conceptual model.  
 
cause-effect pairs and stored in the database. We used problem-solution case re-
presentation for location and their associated disease in that area. Data in the 
form of problem-solution pair was extracted for each case location and was 
stored in the database.  

The design of the databases is shown in Figure 3. Table “CaseList” contained 
data about location information. The “LocationCaseDisease” table contained 
data about the diseases that occurred in each location. The “RuleMapping” table 
contained data about each rule and for what disease they were formulated. The 
rules acquired were represented using if … then representation, if a part con-
tains the symptoms encountered and then part contains the consequence of the 
symptom. The treatment rules were represented using if … then representation 
if a part contains the disease and then part contains the treatment of the disease. 

2.2. Image Analysis  

The image analysis module was responsible for classifying the input image into 
different classes. In this study, a convolutional neural network classification al-
gorithm was used to classify the images. A convolutional neural network (CNN) 
is a widely used image classification algorithm [17] [18] [19]. CNN automatically  
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Figure 3. Database design [ID is identity document]. 

 
learns a hierarchy of features used for classification purposes. This is accom-
plished by successively convolving the input image with learned filters to build 
up a hierarchy of feature maps. Also, it is computationally efficient. The analysis 
starts with pre-processing the input images and stops when the classification re-
sult is found. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the image analysis module. 

2.2.1. Pre-Processing  
The pre-processing component was responsible to make the images suitable for 
the overall image analysis activity. The main tasks were resizing and normaliz-
ing. Resizing is one of the pre-processing techniques which brings the whole 
image to the same size. Since the images were collected from different sources 
and had different sizes, we decided on a new image size that best reflects the 
contents of the image with less processing time. All images in our dataset were 
resized into 200 × 200 pixels. Normalizing was another pre-processing technique 
we used before further processing. We normalized our data values down to a de-
cimal between 0 and 1 by dividing the pixel values by 255. 

2.2.2. Classification Model  
The architecture of the model composes layers that were responsible for feature 
extraction and classifying the input image into one of the categories. In our 
model 200 × 200 RGB (red, green, and blue) image was passed through a stack of 
convolutional (Conv) layers, where we used filters with 3 × 3 (which is the smal-
lest size to skim pattern). The convolution stride was fixed to 1 pixel. The spatial 
resolution was preserved after convolution. Spatial pooling was carried out by 
three max-pooling layers, which follow the conv layers. Max pooling was per-
formed over a 2 × 2-pixel window, with stride 2. Figure 5 shows the proposed 
architecture of the CNN classification model. 

In a convolutional network, the neurons are arranged in 3 dimensions width, 
height, and depth. The conv layers consist of a set of learnable filters. Every filter 
is arranged with width and height and extends through the full depth of the input  
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Figure 4. The architecture of the image analysis module.  

 

 
Figure 5. Classification model architecture [LSD is a Lumpy skin disease]. 
 
volume. The first conv layer accepted a 200 × 200 × 3 image and had a filter with 
3 × 3 × 3 where the last 3 represented the depth of the filter which was like the 
input image. As we slide the filter over the width and height of the input volume, 
we produced a 2-dimensional activation map that gives the responses of that fil-
ter at every spatial position. Then we stacked these activation maps along the 
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depth dimension and produced the output volume. In the first conv layer, 32 fil-
ters were applied which resulted in a 200 × 200 × 32 activation map. The max- 
pooling layer was performed a downsampling operation along the spatial di-
mensions (width, height), resulting in a volume of 100 × 100 × 32.  

The second conv layer accepted the result of the first conv layer 100 × 100 × 
32 and applied its 64 filters to the input which resulted in a 100 × 100 × 64 acti-
vation map. Max poling followed to perform downsampling and resulted in 50 × 
50 × 64 volume. Its function is to progressively reduce the spatial size of the re-
presentation to reduce the number of parameters and computation in the net-
work, and control overfitting. The third conv layer applied 128 filters. The final 
fully connected layer computed the class scores, resulting in a volume of size 1 × 
1 × 3, where the 3 numbers correspond to a class score, among the 3 categories 
of our dataset. We observed that adding more layers did not improve the per-
formance of our dataset. It leads to overfitting, increased memory consumption, 
and computation time. The removal of one layer from the model resulted in 
poor performance because the model had not generalized enough with a smaller 
number of layers in the model.  

2.2.3. Training Classification Model  
This component is where the model is trained for the task of image classifica-
tion. The training starts by defining the optimizer, cost function, and metric. 
The workflow of the training is shown in Figure 6. The goal of a convolutional 
layer is feature extraction. When filter weights move over an image it checks for 
patterns in that section of the image. Filter weights change when the model is 
trained. In evaluation, these weights return high values if it thinks it is seeing a 
pattern it has seen before. The combinations of high weights from various filters 
let the network predict the content of an image.  

The training was done using stochastic gradient descent with momentum 
(SGDM) optimizer, with a learning rate of 0.001, and a mini-batch size of 64 for 
50 epochs. The training takes nine hours with HP Intel core i5-6200u CPU. The 
weight initialization was done using HE_UNIFORM initialization because it was 
compatible with the activation function, we use RELU for its less training time. 
The training (learning) in the model was presented as the function with the fol-
lowing form:  

( ) ( )5 4 3 2 1F x f f f f f x=  

where, f1(x): Function learned on first conv layer, f2(x): Function learned on 
second conv layer, f3(x): Function learned on third conv layer, f4(x): Function 
learned on fourth hidden layer, and f5(x): Function learned on output layer. 

The function value was computed by an iterative process of going and return-
ing through layers of the model. The going was a forward propagation of the in-
formation, and the return was a backpropagation of the information. The first 
phase of forwarding propagation occurs when the network is exposed to the 
training data. Passing the input data through the network cause the neurons to 
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Figure 6. Workflow of the training algorithm [N is the number of iterations]. 

 
apply their transformation to the information they receive from the neurons of 
the previous layer and send it to the neurons of the next layer. When the data 
has crossed all the layers, the final layer was reaching a result of label prediction 
for those input data. After forward propagation loss function was calculated to 
estimate the error. The loss function was used to compare and measure how well 
or badly our prediction results compared to the correct result. Since our model 
task was the classification of the loss, we used Cross-Entropy Loss which can be 
defined by the following equation.  

( ) ( ) ( )CrossEntropyLoss log 1  log 1y y y yT P T P= − + − −          (1) 

where Ty is the ground truth label for y and Py is the predicted label for y.  
The loss of information was calculated by propagating backward starting from 

the output layer to all neurons in the hidden layer. The neurons of the hidden 
layer only receive a fraction of the total loss, based on the contribution each 
neuron has contributed to the original output. This process was repeated, layer 
by layer, until all the neurons in the network have received a loss signal that de-
scribes their relative contribution to the total loss. This was done by calculating 
the partial derivate of the cost function relative to the weight of each neuron. 

2.3. Reasoning Module 

The reasoning module was responsible to seek information and relationship 
from the knowledge base to reach conclusion for the problem at hand. This 
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component started with case-based reasoning (CBR) to acquire a disease that 
occurred in the input location case and rule-based reasoning (RBR) follows to 
reach a conclusion. The general high-level architecture of the reasoning module 
is shown in Figure 7. 

The case which was like the input case was retrieved. Since the case base was a 
location case base, we needed an exact match when cases were retrieved. The al-
gorithm used to retrieve cases was described in Algorithm 1.  

 
Algorithm 1. Case retrieval from case base algorithm. 

Input: input Case Cn, case stored in case base Cm = [Cm1, Cm2, Cmk] 

Output: Similarity level 

Begin: 

For each case in the input case 
Find the corresponding case in the stored case base 
Compare the two values to each other 
if Cn = Cmi 
 Si = 1 
else Si = 0 
 END 

Return Si 

END 

 
Adapt solution: the solution for the user query is decided if the retrieval stage 

identifies diseases, then the solution of the retrieved cases will be used. But if 
CBR retrieves no case, then the query is forwarded to the RBR component so 
that the final decision will be inferred from the rules. The workflow of the rea-
soning component was described in Algorithm 2. 

 
Algorithm 2. Working algorithm of reasoning module. 

Input: input Location case, classified image, text information 

Output: Possible disease 

Begin: 
For input Location case 
Location disease = result from CBR//list of diseases 
If (Location disease = NULL)//Location case not found in KB 
   Location = input Location case 
   Possible disease = fire rules without mapping//no disease is stored on that location 
   Store possible disease, Location in case base KB//as new case for the location 
Else Fire rules with context//Location case found in KB 
  Compute Mapping for Location disease with rule base 
  Possible disease = fire rules with mapping 
If (Possible disease = NULL)//no solution means it is new or epidemic disease for that 
Location 
  Possible disease = fire rules without mapping 
  Store possible disease, location in case base KB//as new case for the location 

END 
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Figure 7. The architecture of the reasoner components. 

2.4. Dataset Preparation  

The process used for getting data ready for the classification model can be sum-
marized in three steps: collect data, pre-process data and transform data. We 
followed this process iterative with many loops to prepare the dataset required. 

Step 1. Collect data  
This step involves collecting the available data needed to solve the problem. 

Image data were collected from Debre Markos University, Addis Ababa Univer-
sity-School of Veterinary Medicine, the Internet, and other secondary sources. 

Step 2. Pre-process data  
The pre-processing step was about getting the collected data into a form that 

can be easy to work. This step includes formatting and cleaning. The collected 
images were converted into JPEG format. JPEG format was selected because 
most of the collected images were in JPEG format and extraction of location in-
formation was possible with this format. We removed image data with unidenti-
fied labels so that we cannot get the proper label for them. 

Step 3. Transform data  
In the diagnosis system, we only needed the part of the cattle which was 

symptomatic. Therefore, we transformed the collected image by cropping the 
area where symptoms were presented. The original images are cropped into im-
ages containing symptoms regions. The cropping follows the following rules, in-
cluding healthy and symptom parts, isolated symptoms taken individually, and 
widespread symptoms taken both as a whole and divided into regions. After 
transformation based on the specified rules, we transformed the input images 
into several images. The data we collected before and after transformation is 
shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Collected data before and after transformation. 

No Disease 
Number of images collected 

Before transformation After transformation 

1 Lumpy skin disease (LSD) 84 146 

2 Ringworm 57 100 

3 Wart 64 124 

 
Our model required a large amount of labeled data. But getting enough data 

was a major problem in our cases which leads to the use of other techniques to 
expand our dataset. Data augmentation provides a means for increasing the 
quantity of training data available for machine learning and is particularly rele-
vant when training deep learning systems from scratch [20]. Image augmenta-
tion is the process of taking images that are in a training dataset and manipulat-
ing them to create many altered versions of the image. It provides more images 
to train and expose our classifier to a wider variety of transformed images to 
make the classifier more robust. It has been widely used on small datasets for 
combatting over-fitting [19] [21]. Techniques of augmentation used in our da-
taset include horizontal and vertical flipping, zoom, shear, and rotation. Figure 
8 shows lumpy skin disease (LSD) infected cattle images after applying augmen-
tation. After applying augmentation our dataset expands to 3990. Then we split 
into 90% training and 10% testing. 

2.5. System Evaluation 

The accuracy of the system is affected by the performance of the classification 
model, so evaluation was done on the model first. We evaluated the performance 
of the classification model using deep learning evaluation techniques accuracy 
and confusion matrix. Then, the accuracy of the entire system was evaluated 
with user evaluation. The performance of the model could be poor either due to 
overfitting or underfitting the data. The training of the model was plotted to see 
the possibility of overfitting and underfitting in the model.  

The entire proposed system was evaluated by four people we selected ran-
domly from different professions. Two of them were veterinarians, and the rest 
were individuals who have cattle. The selection assumed that those with a vete-
rinary background can see and evaluate technical details while others may eva-
luate the applicability, accuracy, and importance of the system. Before starting 
the evaluation process, the system was explained in detail to the evaluators. The 
questionnaire we use for system evaluation is shown in Table 2 where the user 
puts the weight for each evaluation. Weight values show the value of the evalua-
tion, where 3 indicates the highest, 2 indicates the medium, and 1 indicates the 
lowest.  

In addition, we constructed an evaluation matrix to evaluate the system. The 
evaluation matrix was a table with one row for each evaluator and columns that 
address evaluation questions shown in Table 2. 
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Figure 8. Images after augmentation techniques.  

 
Table 2. System evaluation form. 

No Questions 1 2 3 

1 Is the prototype system a user-friendly interface?    

2 How is the response time of the prototype system?    

3 Is the description of the symptom valid?    

4 Is the diagnosis result, correct?    

5 Is the treatment and recommendation, correct?    

6 How is the applicability of the prototype system?    

7 How is the performance of the prototype system?    

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. System Prototype 

To demonstrate the validity of the proposed system, we developed a porotype 
system. The prototype shows the user interface and output of the system (Figure 
9). The user interface allows the user to upload a photo and fill in the text in-
formation to the system. After the inputs are fed into the system, location ex-
traction was done. Then, the image was passed to the processing components 
and the diagnosis result was given to the user.  

3.2. System Evaluation  

Overfitting happens when a model learns the detail and noise in the training da-
ta to the extent that it negatively impacts the performance of the model on new 
data. When the training accuracy is above the test accuracy it means the model is 
overfitting. Our model was not overfitting as shown in Figure 10. There was no 
significant difference between the value of training and test accuracy. 
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Figure 9. Prototype user interface. 

 

 
Figure 10. The plot of training and testing accuracy [X-axis is accuracy and Y-axis is 
number of epochs]. 
 

Underfitting refers to a model that can neither model the training data nor 
generalizes to new data. When validation loss is below the training loss the mod-
el is underfitting. As shown in Figure 11, our model was not underfitting. The 
model achieves 95% accuracy in 50 epochs.  

To summarize the performance of the model we used a confusion matrix. In 
the confusion matrix, the number of correct and incorrect predictions was 
summarized with count values and broken down by each class. Figure 12 shows  
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Figure 11. A plot of training and testing loss (X-axis is loss and Y-axis is number of 
epochs). 
 

 
Figure 12. Confusion matrix of the model (LSD is a Lumpy skin disease). 
 
how many of the images were misclassified and classified correctly. The ring-
worm classification was high compared to others because it has an easily distinc-
tive feature from the other two classes. The misclassification of LSD as Wart and  
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Table 3. System evaluator’s response. 

No Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 

1 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 

2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 

3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 

4 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 

 
Wart as LSD was noticed. Because LSD and Wart have more similar symptoms it 
is sometimes difficult to distinguish distinctive features among them. 

The evaluator’s response is recorded in Table 3. In Q1, the evaluation result 
shows that the prototype was user-friendly. It is easy for anyone to use because 
the interaction does not need any background knowledge. The evaluation result 
of Q2 shows that the response time for user queries was good. The response time 
is constrained by the storage and processing capability of the user’s phone. For 
all users, the response time will be different. In Q3, the evaluation result shows a 
high value for the validity of symptom descriptions. So, representing symptoms 
using the image was a valid diagnosis method for cattle disease. In Q4, the diag-
nosis result shows a high value, which validates our diagnosis approach. In Q5, 
the correctness of treatment shows a lower result. The veterinarian recommends 
considering body mass index when a drug is prescribed, which our system did 
not include. In Q6 and Q7, the diagnosis result shows the performance and ap-
plicability of the proposed system were high. We can conclude that the integra-
tion of expert systems and image processing using deep learning gives an effi-
cient and timely diagnosis of cattle diseases.  

4. Conclusion 

The potential economic benefit of livestock farming is impacted by numerous 
factors. One of these factors is the prevalence of livestock disease. This condition 
has been a significant factor that has affected the economic benefit of livestock 
farming. Quick detection and diagnosis of livestock disease are critical to pre-
vent any outbreak of livestock disease from further spreading, as well as to im-
prove the economic benefits that could be obtained from livestock production. 
In this study, the cattle disease diagnosis approach was developed by integrating 
an expert system and image processing using a deep learning algorithm. Diagno-
sis starts by acquiring information on the occurred disease through imageries 
and texts. Symptoms identified by inspection were acquired by capturing the 
image through mobile phones. Symptoms identified by palpation were presented 
to the system using text. To know the epidemic capability, location information 
was presented to the diagnosis system. Then, the image was pre-processed, and 
the class of the images was identified by the trained CNN model. The final di-
agnosis conclusion is drawn by the reasoner component of the expert system. 
The evaluation result shows that the developed approach effectively diagnoses 
cattle disease.  
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Abstract 
Despite the fact that their neurobiological processes and clinical criteria are 
well-established, early identification remains a significant hurdle to effective, 
disease-modifying therapy and prolonged life quality. Gaming on computers, 
gaming consoles, and mobile devices has become a popular pastime and pro-
vides valuable data from several sources. High-resolution data generated when 
users play commercial digital games includes information on play frequency 
as well as performance data that reflects low-level cognitive and motor processes. 
In this paper, we review some methods present in the literature that is used 
for identification of digital biomarkers for Parkinson’s disease. We also present 
a machine learning method for early identification of problematic digital bio-
markers for Parkinson’s disease based on tapping activity from Farcana-Mini 
players. However, more data is required to reach a complete evaluation of this 
method. This data is being collected, with their consent, from players who 
play Farcana-Mini. Data analysis and a full assessment of this method will be 
presented in future work. 
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1. Introduction 

Slowness of movement, or Bradykinesia, is a primary clinical symptom of Par-
kinson’s disease (PD). Upper extremity bradykinesia may be evaluated using 
finger tapping tests, which are often used in neurophysiological exams. The gold 
standard in finger tapping assessment is the Movement Disorder Society Unified 
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Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS), which uses a 5-point rating 
scale to evaluate the condition. The MDS-UPDRS III’s integer scale inhibits the 
identification of minor motor changes. Despite this, it is a complete evaluation. 
Inter-rater agreement is at best modest, with a score of 5. Because of this, there is 
an obvious need for techniques of evaluating motor dysfunction that are objec-
tive and consistent. An early and correct diagnosis is essential for patients to 
have access to the variety of available treatments and therapies. Early interven-
tion may enhance life quality. The validation may aid experts in reducing diffe-
rential diagnostic uncertainty, thereby eliminating the requirement for DaTS-
CAN and saving time and money. Priority may be given in triage to timely access 
to optimal therapy over wasteful recommendations of the worried-well. 

It is possible to create unique games based on known behavioral correlates that 
are designed to put a player in a certain circumstance and track their actions. Cus-
tom assessment games have been designed to measure several elements of phys-
ical [1] and mental [2] well-being. The activity traces that are left behind by nat-
ural interactions with digital games may be employed as a digital biomarker of 
health and health deterioration.  

As a result, in this paper, we hypothesize that changes in the patterns of finger 
movement while playing the Farcana-Mini game might be utilized to differen-
tiate and categorize people with Parkinson’s disease from those without the con-
dition in the early stages of the disease. The difficulties in identifying PD stem 
from the lack of a conclusive test; at present, the condition must be diagnosed 
based only on clinical and observational criteria. Numerous symptoms of PD are 
unclear and are shared with other neurodegenerative and non-neurodegenerative 
disorders. The Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) is a tool for 
evaluating Parkinson’s disease that is based on a score determined from a physi-
cian’s neurological assessment; hence, it is a subjective measure that lacks objec-
tivity, reproducibility, and sensitivity [3]. 

The majority of games need motor input to play. Touch input (i.e., in mobile 
games); mouse and keyboard input (desktop games); and controller input, which 
comprises of buttons to push and thumbsticks or small joysticks to manipulate, 
are the most common types of input devices used in games (i.e., in console 
games). Occasionally, gaming consoles have cameras that record the user’s mo-
tions (e.g., Microsoft Kinect and Sony PlayStation Camera). Varying degrees of 
motor coordination are required to play different games: Many games demand 
complicated sequences of input (e.g., Street Fighter), whilst others require a rela-
tively basic motor action, but require it to be performed rapidly and often (e.g., 
Cookie Clicker) or in conjunction with cognitive decisions (e.g., Farcana-Mini) 
[3]. 

2. Literature Review 

Decho Surangsrirat et al. [4] have used the mPower dataset to examine how fin-
ger tapping activities on a mobile phone correlated with the MDS-UPDRS I-II 
and PDQ-8. mPower is mobile application-based research used for the study of 
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the progression and diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease. Today, it is the biggest 
open-access, mobile Parkinson’s Disease study. Any public researcher was given 
access to data from seven modules with 8320 individuals who gave data for at 
least one task. Demographics, MDS-UPDRS I-II, PDQ-8, memory, tapping, 
voice, and walking are all included in this package. It is one of the activities that 
is straightforward to complete and has been evaluated quantitatively for PD mea-
surement. They have only included individuals who completed both the tapping 
activity and the MDS-UPDRS I-II rating scale. According to the results of the 
statistical analysis, subjects were divided into three severity groups using the 
tapping characteristics. Based on the MDS-UPDRS I-II and PDQ-8 scores, each 
group indicated a distinct degree of Parkinson’s disease (PD) severity.  

Using 75,048 tapping accelerometer and position data, Kaiwan Deng et al. [5] 
built deep learning algorithms that generated an AUC (Area under the Receiver 
Operator Characteristic Curve) of 0.933 when detecting PD patients among 6418 
individuals. The performance of tapping was superior to that of gait/rest and 
voice-based models derived from the same population used as a benchmark. 
When the three models were combined, the AUC increased to 0.944. Notably, 
the models not only corresponded significantly with patient-reported symptom 
levels, but also outperformed them in identifying PD. This work illustrates the 
complementary predictive potential of tapping, gait/rest, and speech data, and 
creates models based on integrative deep learning for detecting PD.  

Noreen Akram et al. [6] developed a novel distal upper-limb exam called Dis-
tal Finger Tapping (DFT). Kinetic metrics include kinesia score (key taps over 20 
s), akinesia time (mean dwell-time on each key), and incoordination score (IS20, 
variance of travelling time between key taps). To design and analyze a key-
board-tapping test for PD distal motor function. 55 PD patients and 65 controls 
took DFT and BRAIN. The MDS-UPDRS-III finger tapping sub-scores were 
correlated with test results. Nine more PD patients were recruited for motor 
monitoring. KS20 performed best, with 79 percent sensitivity and 85 percent 
specificity; AUC = 0.90. DFT and BRAIN enhanced discrimination (AUC = 
0.95) KS20 correlated moderately with the MDS-UPDRS finger-tapping sub-score 
(Pearson’s r = 0.40, p = 0.002). DFT They observed minor variations in motor 
fluctuation states that were not reflected in MDS-UPDRS-III finger tapping 
sub-scores. The DFT test assesses distal movements in PD and may be used to 
evaluate motor problems longitudinally. Lopez-de-Ipina Karmele et al. [7] de-
veloped a unique technique based on the integration of handwriting and neu-
roimaging data for the early clinical identification and monitoring of ET. A 
computerized Archimedes’ spiral exercise measures fine motor abilities and cor-
relates with ET MRI biomarkers. With their novel modeling technique, they of-
fered a supplementary and promising tool for the clinical diagnosis of ET as well 
as tremors from a wide variety of sources.  

3. Proposed Method 

Farcana-Mini as shown in Figure 1, is a 2D game. As the character in the game  
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Figure 1. Farcana-mini. 

 
moves forward player is required to continuously keep tapping the purple but-
ton at the lower left of display to avoid obstacles along the way as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The red button on the lower right of display can be used by player to 
shoot bitcoins at enemies or obstacles. If the character gets in contact with an 
obstacle or enemy the game restarts.  

3.1. Data Collection 

The Farcana-Mini is currently being played by thousands of players around the 
world and their finger tapping activity is being recorded and stored in a cloud 
server. With the consent of the players, we use this data for research. The as-
sumption is that Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients would have worse coordina-
tion and slower movements during gameplay compared to healthy individuals. 
This will result in erroneous and/or shifting tapping contact point locations.  

In today’s web2 ecosystem, service providers have complete control over the 
obtained user data. While the initial intended use of such data is largely for 
smart IoT systems and device control, the data is frequently utilized for addi-
tional uses that the users have not explicitly approved to. To preserve the integr-
ity of data acquired by Farcana-mini players, we deploy Nevermined’s innova-
tive data exchange and storage structure (nevermined.io). It promises to provide 
users with complete data privacy control by seamlessly combining smart con-
tracts, Data in Situ Computation, Federated Learning, and Provenance-based 
data integrity testing and verification in cloud settings for the usage of Service 
Execution Agreements (SEAs) between parties. The data owner not only con-
trols who can have what access to his/her data, but also be ensured that the data 
is used only for the intended purposes.  
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3.2. Prediction Model 

Neighborhood Components Analysis (NCA) is a distance metric learning algo-
rithm that aims to improve nearest neighbor classification accuracy over stan-
dard Euclidean distance. The algorithm directly maximizes the one-to-one eli-
mination (KNN) stochastic k-nearest neighbor estimator on the training sample. 
It can also learn a low-dimensional linear projection of the data, which can be 
used for data visualization and quick classification. 

We focus on stochastic KNN classification. The thickness of the connection 
between a sample and another point is proportional to their distance and can be 
thought of as the relative weight (or probability) that a stochastic nearest neigh-
bor prediction rule would assign to that point. In the original space, the sample 
has many stochastic neighbors from different classes, so the correct class is un-
likely. However, in the predictive space learned by NCA, the only stochastic neigh-
bors with a non-negligible weight are in the same class as the sample, which 
guarantees that the latter will be well classified. 

NCA can be used for controlled dimensionality reduction. The input data is 
projected onto a linear subspace consisting of directions that minimize the NCA 
goal. The desired dimension can be set using the n_components parameter. For 
example, the following figure shows a comparison of dimensionality reduction 
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (Li-
near Discriminant Analysis), and Neighborhood Components Analysis on a Di-
gits dataset, a dataset with size where the dataset is split into training and test 
sets of equal size and then standardized. For evaluation, the classification accu-
racy of 3 nearest neighbors is computed from the 2-dimensional predictive 
points found by each method. Each data sample belongs to one of 10 classes. 

The goal of NCA is to learn the optimal linear transformation matrix of size, 
which maximizes the sum over all samples (n_components, n_features) i of the 
probability pi that i is correctly classified, that is: 

1
0argmax N

L ii p−

=∑                         (1) 

involving N = n_samples and pi, the probability of sample i being correctly clas-
sified according to the stochastic nearest neighbor rule in the learned nested 
space:        

ii ijj Cp p
∈

= ∑                          (2) 

where Ci—is a set of points of the same class as sample i, and pij is softmax at 
Euclidean distances in the nested space: 
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3.3. Machine Learning Feature Selection 

During data processing, distinguishing features between individuals who have 
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signs of PD and individuals with no signs of PD are selected. These features in-
clude: Signal peak; Power spectral density average; Deviation standard of the 
power spectrum. In order to verify our work, we will use 10-fold cross validation 
to assess the predictive models’ accuracy. In 10-fold cross validation method 
there are 10 iterations of cross validation in which a total of 90% of the entire 
training set is chosen at random, and 10% is utilized as a holdout group for test-
ing and validation. In this study, there are two data groups: the training group 
and the test group. In the training group, the determinant attributes (processed 
data) and the class corresponding to each individual was provided; in the test 
group, only the attributes were provided, and the classification algorithm deter-
mined which group each individual belonged to. We will use the K-NN Classifi-
er algorithm [8]. 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we have reviewed some of the methods found in the literature that 
were developed to identify problematic digital biomarkers. Most of the methods 
have performed quite well, but to the best of our knowledge, this is the first re-
search to identify problematic digital biomarkers from data gathered while playing 
commercially available games that are meant for entertainment. We proposed a 
machine learning approach for early identification of hand tremor which is con-
sidered a sign of Parkinson’s disease. We require more data to reach a complete 
evaluation. This data is being collected, with their consent, from players who 
play Farcana-Mini. Data analysis and a full assessment of this method will be 
presented in future work. 
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Abstract 
Farcana has developed a smart a gaming input device, that, apart from being 
a tool for the gamer to use in the process of gameplay, is also a suitable tool to 
collect biomedical information about the gamer, which after analysis by the 
artificial intelligence (AI) system allows informing the gamer about whether 
the individual is in a state of tilt. Tilt itself is a poor emotional state of the in-
dividual that appears due to the latter’s inability to control one’s emotions in 
the process of gameplay. The gamer can be either winning or losing, yet the 
fact that he/she can neither control nor even acknowledge the emotional state 
is tilt. The latter is an immense factor of impact on the overall success of the 
individual in the sphere of gaming and one’s rating in cybersport. This paper 
has analyzed numerous studies and patents on the topic at hand. The availa-
ble literature has provided the necessary insight on the topic of tilt and why it 
is important to help the gamer acknowledge one’s state, especially given dete-
riorating results. Also, we have proposed a framework for the AI system for 
tilt recognition. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, esports have been deeply embedded in today’s digital subculture 
among young people. The term “esports” refers to “a kind of sport in which the 
basic components of the sport are aided by electronic systems”, with “the input 
of players and teams, as well as the output of the system”, mediated via hu-
man-computer interfaces. Being a professional esports player requires a distinct 
set of talents and interests than casual gaming. 
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Esports are competitive to a certain extent. Players need to master not just 
their physical abilities, but also their ability to work together strategically and 
keep their emotions in check. Each game has an effect on a player’s rank, which 
is a numerical score or tier that symbolizes a player’s skill level. Gamers of all 
skill levels, from professionals to weekend warriors, take esports very seriously; 
some take it more seriously than other areas of their lives. 

The competitive character of esports games, like that of conventional games 
and sports, is intended to pique the interest of players by fueling their intrinsic 
drive to succeed. Sometimes, the level of competitiveness is too high to be con-
sidered a fun pastime. Intense emotions are stirred up and social and emotional 
obstacles are faced as a result of vigorous play. Professional esports need a high 
level of strategic thinking, the ability to train and improve performance (both 
individually and as a team), and the ability to keep one’s emotions under check. 

The success of each game depends on many factors, and psychological state is 
one of them. Players, who are focused and are confident in their game plan try to 
stick to it and statistically are unlikely to make a gross mistake that could lead to 
ultimate failure [1]. Then, it will be much more difficult for the players, over 
whom emotions have prevailed, to tune in to the result. The condition when a 
gamer stops controlling himself due to constant failures is called tilt [2]. This 
paper delves into the issue of tilt from the perspective of psychology and pro-
vides a custom-designed gamer solution to the problem in the form of patented 
technology of a smart gaming input device.  

1.1. Research Questions 

1) What is tilt and how does it influence the individual in the process of gam-
ing? 

2) What methods can be applied to monitor the emotional state of the indi-
vidual? 

3) What factors must one focus on in the process of developing a device capa-
ble of monitoring the gamer’s emotional state? 

1.2. Method 

To get a grasp of the topic, one is required to study the scope of literature that 
was available on the topic. Utilizing the information on Google Scholar and us-
ing the Keywords tilt in psychology and tilt in cybersport, one has received 
115,000 and 17 responses consequentially all including patents. These have then 
been categorized and sifted out. The first one chose the time range for the past 5 
years to have all studies up-to-date, which left us with 18,200 studies on tilt in 
psychology and 12 on tilt in cybersport (including patents). After focusing only 
on full-scope studies made available, we have noted 430 studies on tilt in psy-
chology and 9 on tilt in cybersport (including patents). Additional factors for li-
terature review have been direct relevance to the topic, which decreased the 
number of studies to 12 studies on tilt in psychology and 6 studies on tilt in cy-
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bersport (including patents). These have been assessed with their consequential 
analysis of the topic at hand. Next, a design of a smart gaming input device is 
suggested that will help the gamer acknowledge one’s state and therefore not 
harm the latter’s gaming. 

1.3. Summary 

This paper has analyzed numerous studies and patents on the topic at hand. The 
available literature has provided the necessary insight on the topic of tilt and 
why it is important to help the gamer acknowledge one’s state, especially given 
deteriorating results. 

2. Literature Review 

Among all the components that make up the complex structure of the profes-
sional competence of an e-sportsman, those professionally significant qualities 
(competencies) that are directly related to the functional parameters of the ego 
organism are of considerable importance, i.e., have a psychophysiological nature 
[3]. 

In their materials, the authors point out that the professional activity of a cy-
ber-athlete includes long-term training and sports competitions, in the process 
of which a certain restructuring of brain activity occurs in the cyber-gamer, and 
the psycho-functional state changes [4]. Neuromarketers recorded objective in-
dicators of changes in the psychofunctional state of gamers with different levels 
of professional skill. At the same time, the electrical activity of the brain accord-
ing to the EEG data and the movement of the eyeballs based on the application 
of the “eye tracking” technology were [5]. 

An analysis of the emotional state of e-athletes with different levels of profes-
sional skill, the intensity of intellectual stress occurring during the game, and the 
degree of player involvement in the process was carried out based on EEG data 
[6]. Based on objective consideration of psychophysiological parameters, it be-
came possible to determine those significant qualities of a professional cyber-gamer, 
which are a necessary resource for the implementation of game tasks during a 
sports match and can be considered as professionally significant qualities of a 
cyber-athlete. Such qualities include the ability to allocate attention between ga-
meplay elements that are important for the tactical management of the game [7]. 
For professional participation in e-sports, it is important to form stable patterns 
of distribution of attention when studying the screen, which provides the op-
portunity to pay attention to a greater number of game elements in less time. 
The ability to control and manage one’s emotions, including the skill of self- 
regulation and management of pre-start stress, and the ability to achieve and 
maintain the necessary psycho-emotional state characteristic of eustress during 
competitive periods of a professional career [2].  

Studies of the professionally significant qualities and characteristics of e-athletes 
have shown that at different stages of professional development, during the 
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competitive period, as well as in the course of everyday professional activities, 
e-athletes face stiff competition from rival teams or individual players, and also 
experience significant psychological stress and are exposed to various stress fac-
tors that prevent the realization of their potential opportunities [4] [8]. A com-
parative analysis of the psychological state of e-sportsmen and representatives of 
traditional sports during competitions and at the stage of preparation for them 
shows that psycho-emotional stress experienced by athletes (fear of failure, ex-
periencing tension problems as a result of a misunderstanding, especially in 
team sports, etc.) similar characteristics and common psychological mechanisms 
of occurrence [9]. And in the absence of regulation skills, psycho-emotional stress 
harms the performance and professional efficiency of athletes in both groups. 
This condition is called tilt. 

2.1. What Is Tilt and Why Does It Occur? 

Tilting is a mental condition brought on by unfavorable events and/or emotions 
that negatively impacts in-game performance and decision-making. Being in a 
condition of tilt may lead to further tilting, since the negative repercussions in-
duce additional unpleasant feelings. This concept encompasses the internal res-
ponses to experiences, the visible deterioration of gaming and decision-making, 
external and internal influences, and the fact that it is a state of mind. 

Tilt is a concept that came to esports from poker. The very meaning is the 
emotional state of a person, which arises due to constant gaming failures and is 
expressed by actions that are uncharacteristic of the person performing them [2]. 
It is easy enough to notice that the player is in a state of tilt. Most likely, the lat-
ter will get angry, swear obscene words, pound fists on the keyboard and start 
provoking the opponents. Such a gamer can no longer control his emotions and 
actions should he/she choose to continue the game [10]. The game itself in this 
case becomes an irritating factor, as the gamer cannot succeed or enter the flux 
in the process of gaming [11]. Therefore, it is better to finish the game, because 
the probability of further success is extremely low. 

In general, tilt is a normal phenomenon, and not a rare occurrence as one may 
think. No player can constantly demonstrate the same results while remaining 
unbeaten. Someone loses more often, someone less often, but defeats in games 
such as CS:GO or Dota are suffered even by experienced gamers. The player’s 
character and one’s psychological state are important here (Start, 2019). If one 
demonstrates a violent reaction to failure, then tilt is just around the corner, with 
the game ultimately losing its meaning. However, if the player is capable of 
learning from defeat and maintaining focus, then failures can be replaced by 
victories [12]. At the same time, players in the state of tilt become easy prey to 
provocation and various hoaxes on the part of their competition. 

Tilt takes place as a result of various factors associated with failures during the 
game and the inability of the gamer to adequately perceive and respond to them 
(Garcia-Lanzo et al., 2020). Consequential losses in a depressed psychological 
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state are the result of tilt. If one continues the game after the appearance of tilt, 
the gamer will make wrong decisions, commit reckless actions and blame team-
mates for his/her own mistakes (Garcia-Lanzo et al., 2020). The result of such a 
game will be lost time and a bad mood. Thus, if a gamer feels that one has been 
overcome with tilt, it is best to just quit the game.  

2.2. Types of Tilt 

Tilt is expressed in several ways. Conventionally, the tilt state of the individual 
can be divided into two types, hidden and evident [13]. They depend on what 
caused the outburst of emotions and what the gamer’s character is. Moreover, 
tilt can be caused not only by constant defeats but also by victories. A gamer who 
constantly loses gradually loses confidence in his/her abilities and starts to make 
uncharacteristic mistakes. Yet, with constant winnings, the opposite can occur 
[13]. The gamer gets an emotional lift and confidence in his/her victory, after 
which he/she acts more boldly. Yet, in practice, losses provoke tilt much more 
often than victories. 

At first glance, it is difficult to notice the hidden tilt. It is characterized by a 
depressed inner state of the player. Hidden tilt accumulates due to unexpected 
losses and can stretch out for several days, weeks, and even months [13]. A ga-
mer who is in a state of hidden tilt will play distractedly, in a completely uncha-
racteristic manner. Tilt will cause him/her to be confused and completely mi-
sunderstand the whole situation [14]. The player will notice the deterioration of 
the results but is unlikely that one will understand the reason for this, thereby 
starting to feel depressed. In this situation, it is best to forget about the game for 
a while and then return to it with renewed strength [14]. 

In the case of evident tilt, the gamer begins to openly make mistakes and 
suffers defeats more often. Short-tempered people manifest this via a stream of 
negative emotions directed at rivals or teammates [15]. If the gamer notices that 
one is in a state of tilt, one should close the game to avoid both defeat and loss of 
time. 

2.3. Manifestation of Tilt 

Tilt can occur at the most unexpected moment of the game. Gamers who, it 
would seem to be participating in their field of expertise, suddenly begin to lose. 
At this moment there is a surge of negative emotions [15]. The situation that was 
just under control is starting to get out of hand. The gamer loses focus and be-
gins to suffer one defeat after another. 

At this moment, emotional players begin to lose their nerve. They can bang 
their fists on the table or start to curse or swear. Calm gamers will show a more 
restrained reaction to tilt. As a rule, they try to keep their feelings to themselves, 
but their facial expressions still give away their state [4]. 

Also, characteristic signs of tilt are: 
● the desire to splash out emotions on objects that fall within reach; 
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● loud insults at opponents and teammates; 
● slaps and pounds with one’s fists and hands, or even feet on the walls, table, 

and objects that are nearby; 
● insulting opponents in-game chats; 
● constant demands will pay off, which will not lead to anything; 
● increased aggression during the game, which ends in stupid mistakes; 
● dialogue with oneself; 
● disgruntled grumbling under his breath. 

All these factors negatively affect the gamer’s focus and lead to painful inju-
ries. 

2.4. The Psychological State of the Gamer 

Any emotions affect every completed in-game action, which is why a strong 
player must keep his cool in order not to make mistakes that affect the outcome 
of the match [4]. When a person loses, enthusiasm is quickly replaced by an-
xious thoughts that you do not understand what you should do against this op-
ponent, and your tactics do not work. You start to get nervous and it’s even 
worse to play. But e-sports disciplines are too varied. At the same time, the dy-
namics of the game process also differ, which strongly affects the emotional state 
of the player [4]. With limited time to make decisions, a weak player can get lost 
in his actions and panic, which will negatively affect the outcome of the entire 
match. 

Attitude is also very important. A strong player advises himself not to suc-
cumb to in-game provocation, the so-called “BM” (bad manners) [4]. Therefore, 
every e-sportsman has his variable action plan (game plan) for the game, de-
pending on the given situation [8]. When a player starts to make mistakes and 
lose, he can also make unreasonable actions that lead to defeat. When you en-
counter unknown things and don’t know the answer to them, you start to get 
nervous, and it shows. This is a state of body stress [8]. 

If the causes of rapid heartbeat lie in the pathology of the entire system, then 
tachycardia is considered serious. The increased work of the department, in this 
case, is caused by the increased load on this area. It is important to diagnose the 
disease in time so that the human condition does not become fatal [8]: 
● Often the heart rate is observed accompanied by hypertension, as the pres-

sure on the walls of blood vessels becomes excessive, the body will necessarily 
react to this process [2]. If the arteries are severely affected by atherosclerotic 
plaques, their flexibility is impaired, and a frequent pulse can lead to the de-
velopment of a stroke or heart attack [2]. 

● The pulse represents the oscillation of blood in the vascular bed, which is 
caused by the process of contraction of the atria and ventricles. When the 
work of the organ is normal, the blood is ejected from the area of the ven-
tricles and atria, passing into the arteries [2]. If the heartbeat is too active, 
then the whole rhythm of such blood pumping is disturbed, it stagnates in 
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the organ, which increases the risk of thrombosis. Bradycardia can also occur 
against the background of this pathological process [2]. 

When the gamer is in this state, the latter’s self-esteem and moral condition 
do not allow him to show his/her true level of play: mistakes occur that a person 
would never make in a normal game. 

2.5. Technological Means of Control 

As has been made clear when the individual is in a state of stress, abruptly flow-
ing into tilt, the latter’s heart rate becomes elevated [2]. There are multiple gad-
gets from the world of consumer electronics that help people benefit from 
non-intrusive monitoring. However, these gadgets have never been fixed solely 
in the gaming industry [2]. Naturally, their primary focus is innovative health-
care [1]. The world has got to know about the Photo-Plethysmography (PPG) 
technique that is used to analyze peripheral blood volume changes via a near-IR 
light and a photodetector. The PPG allows receiving information about Heart 
Rate Variability (HRV) via Inter Beat Intervals (IBIs). The HRV can also help in 
understanding the user’s emotional state [2]. The PPG sensing technology is 
now present in the form of wearable gadgets, contact-free gadgets, and ordinary 
devices. The most widespread are wearable sensors most often presented in the 
form of fitness trackers [1]. The latter are unobtrusive, although are most often 
used for measuring the heart rate and calories burnt [1].  

3. Findings and Analysis 

Having multiple smart sensors on the market, one believes that they are not used 
to their fullest. The potential for implementing the PPG technology in monitor-
ing systems is much higher. Farcana has considered using several autonomic 
markers responsible for biological measurements of the individual’s body. Na-
turally, from such sensors, one can receive info on the galvanic skin response 
(GSR), electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram, respiration, and electro-
cardiogram (ECG). Receiving this scope of information would allow us to tell 
much more about the state of the individual. Of course, these can also measure 
the skin temperature, and various multimodal data that the developer or gamer 
himself would like to be demonstrated on the screen for the individual to moni-
tor his/her state. However, to have all these classifiers fulfilled, they must be 
compatible with the physical aspect of the devices made available. In terms of 
tilt, Farcana has focused on the heart rate monitoring that allows making the 
gamer aware of the situation with a further recommendation of action to avoid 
stress, and consequentially tilt (Figure 1). Also, among high-risk cardiac players 
those who can foresee upcoming tilt can have a chance of preventing cardiac 
risk/issues/accidents etc. 

The available patents have not focused on utilizing the available technology 
and implementing them in the smart gaming input devices. Thus, the suggested 
Farcana technology is in no way an infringement of any patents or ownership  
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Figure 1. Farcana smart gaming input device. 

 
rights of any individual or company (Figure 1). We present a device that pro-
vides more immersive gameplay combining data from sensors processed by a 
built-in microprocessor capable of obtaining the gamer’s heart rate. This smart 
gaming input device is executed in the form of a computer pointing device built 
as a computer mouse with PPG and motion sensors (Figure 1). These sensors 
are attached to the device frame to have an accurate read of data and signals re-
ceived from the players. In addition, all data are transferred to the cloud for 
processing and analysis. At the same time, the device system also includes an ar-
tificial intelligence system capable of analyzing all data received in real-time. 
This heart rate data is also used to identify problematic digital biomarkers for 
various diseases as HRV helps to pinpoint various humoral, neural, and neuro-
visceral processes to identify various disorders of brain, body, and behavior. 

3.1. The Framework 

The framework (Wenlu, 2020) for the AI system has main two components: one 
component is the cloud and the other is the node. The cloud is responsible for 
storing data as new data is collected, and also to store the trained machine 
learning models for tilt recognition. Group-based models have been to show 
greater performance compared to user-specific models and general models, 
hence in this research we at Farcana Labs train a group-based machine learning 
model. This model will be updated in the cloud as new data is acquired. The 
second component of the framework is the node which consists of tilt recogni-
tion model, a data processing module and a supervisor for supervising the ma-
chine learning process. We also take feedback from the player to confirm the tilt 
recognition. The two main functionalities of the node are extracting features 
from the collected physiological signals and using the model trained on the 
cloud to recognize tilt. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the proposed framework. 

3.2. Training of Group-Based Model 
3.2.1. Clustering 
If several users are sufficiently similar, a model built for one may be applied to 
all of them. For this reason, we compare how well each user’s model does with 
the rest of the population and then classify them accordingly. Here’s how it 
works: After creating user-specific models for each subject with the linear SVM 
algorithm, resulting in a total of n models, each subject’s model is evaluated on  
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Figure 2. Proposed framework for the AI system. 

 
the other subjects with the F1-score metric, resulting in a n * n matrix, and hie-
rarchical clustering is then used to classify the subjects into groups based on 
their F1-scores. The model performance matrix P for N subjects may be parti-
tioned into K groups, with each partition holding a list of the subjects that falls 
into that partition. As a metric of clustering quality, inertia is defined as the sum 
of sample distances to their nearest cluster centroid. 
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3.2.2. Training Process 
After applying the K clusters, the original data set is partitioned into K subsets, 
each of which will include all samples from the same topic. Each dataset is used 
for training the group-based model. The model’s predictive capacity is its per-
formance during training. It also indicates the maximum efficiency achievable 
by the collective model. 

3.2.3. Assigning New User to a Relevant Group 
For each new user, the optimal group-based model will be the one that can best 
learn from that user’s training data. 

3.2.4. Prediction for the New User 
A new user’s sample data can be predicted after the appropriate group-based 
model has been identified. 

4. Conclusion 

Tilt is a state of a player caused by strong emotions from winning or losing, in 
which the latter plays in a way that is not characteristic of the individual himself 
starting to make many mistakes in the game. Almost all gamers play to improve 
their rating, and everyone wants to climb as high as possible, with some succeed-
ing, and others not. The main factor influencing an individual’s success is tilt. It 
prevents the player from thinking about how to play better and because of this, 
the player stops growing. In many cases, the individual does not even acknowl-
edge this and starts to behave irrationally. Utilizing the available technology of 
various medical sensors capable of gathering data on the state of the individual, 
Farcana has developed a smart gaming input device, which not only gathers raw 
data from the gamer but analyzes it and makes recommendations towards fur-
ther actions. If the gamer is in a state of tilt, the latter is presented with this in-
formation, as well as proof in the form of the heart rate monitor, suggesting that 
the individual stops. This device is already patented by Farcana and provides the 
next step in immersive gameplay. We are currently building the proposed AI sys-
tem, and in future study full details of the system with results of research con-
ducted using this system will be presented.  
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Abstract 
The Highlights are the most interesting, selling moments from video stream, 
which can make the viewer watch the entire video. They are like a shop win-
dow: everything that is bright and colorful goes there. Seeing them, the user 
can understand in advance what is inside the video. And they are more versa-
tile than trailers: they can be made shorter or longer, embedded in different 
places in the user interface. The user sees a selection of highlights as soon as 
he gets to the website or watches a video clip on YouTube or even a section of 
a stream of a popular blogger/influencer. The user’s attention is immediately 
attracted by the most memorable shots. Naturally, it is becoming more te-
dious to manually create all video highlights, due to the immense amount of 
material that the highlights are needed for. Thus, creating an algorithm, ca-
pable of automating the process would make the process significantly simpler. 
Besides easing up the work, this process will pave the way to a whole set of 
new applications that before did not seem real. At the same time, this would 
be a new process where the AI would not need to be fully supervised by a 
human, but be capable of identifying and labeling the most interesting and 
attractive moments on screen. After doing a literature review on video high-
light detection, this paper has utilized the model presented in the study by [1] 
to determine the possibility of attaining highlights from the Farcana 2.0 ver-
sion Twitch video feed. 
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1. Introduction 

One cannot say that creating an automated AI algorithm to decrease the level of 
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supervision during the process of highlights creation has not been attempted 
before. On the contrary, numerous scholars have attempted and succeeded to 
make the highlights gathering process much easier. This paper focuses on the 
study attempted by [1]. Scholars have made it their priority to develop a way to 
automate the process of having the AI automatically gather the most interesting 
moments in on-screen production. Their method of contrastive learning is un-
deniably complex, yet it has proven to be a success. Other scholars have attempted 
studies mostly focusing on solutions that required full-time supervision of the 
process by a human being. Yet, in study [1], they have managed to achieve an au-
tomated solution decreasing the amount of supervision necessary. Their frame-
work encoded the video “into a vector representation” [1], thereby teaching the 
AI to pick the most interesting moments that could be classified as video high-
lights and further demonstrated to a large audience. Their method was compared 
to the existing solutions requiring state-of-the-art approaches and equipment 
heavily relying on substantial input from external data. Yet, the approach in [1] 
provided us with a simpler solution requiring much fewer resources than say, 
the LM system which employs as many as 10 million videos in the process of 
training their algorithm.  

This algorithm can be applied in video retrieval, finding recommended con-
tent, help in browsing, and naturally editing. Although this particular paper is 
focused on setting the task of receiving the best highlights of the Farcana stream-
ing on Twitch utilizing the gameplay of the Alpha 2.0 version release. The appli-
cation of method presented in [1] allows us to update the innovative approach 
and automate the process of video highlight retrieval. This saves on manpower 
and time, at the same time saving on costs. 

What happens in the frame, whether it’s an explosion, a gunshot, or a fatality 
move, affects the conversion in different ways. This influence can be measured— 
some statistics allow you to guess in advance which fragments of the film are 
best suited for the role of highlights [2]. And then special slicing algorithms are 
turned on part of a large system for preparing content for streaming. It can 
create a highlight from any video file and at any time after it enters the system. 
The operator creates a job to generate a highlight, and the system processes it 
according to the set priorities. 

There are many algorithms. We have used several in our experience. The first 
is the scene detection algorithm. He must determine the beginning and end of 
the desired piece of the film. In the course of training, the algorithm was first 
shown various shooting angles, taught to find them, and then, from the selected 
angles, they were taught to highlight specific scenes. Also, information from the 
video and audio stream is used to determine suitable segments of the film. This 
is necessary so that dialogs are not interrupted when creating highlights. 

The second is the scene selection algorithm for creating a highlight. We trained 
our algorithm based on Twitch streams of Farcana gameplay. We took all the 
streams that were available in the Alpha 2.0 version released in the second quar-
ter of 2022 and available only under Private Sale terms. Now, having a trained 
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algorithm, we can rank any scene of a new stream file, calculating the probability 
of how this scene is suitable for creating a highlight. 

When the set of scenes is ready, the algorithm selects the final candidates, from 
which the highlight will turn out. At the same stage, one can do image processing, 
color correction, and filters. The results are reviewed by a post-moderation per-
son. The latter can always reject a ready-made highlight if it turned out badly. If 
the highlight passes the test, it is placed on special servers, from where it is deli-
vered to users using a CDN. 

2. Literature Review 

Video Highlight Detection has gone through a substantial path of development. 
Of course, initial attempts were made in the sphere of sports with a focus on 
sporting highlights. Then this trend moved forward to social media and first-person 
feeds [3]. However, at the start of this path most methods applied were focused 
solely on the heavily supervised approach having an individual moderate the 
content and general feed. 

Further steps in video summarization have started to become predominantly 
unsupervised with scholars relying on heuristics and representativeness to be 
able to obtain a summary [3]. At the same time, weakly supervised methods have 
been developed for the production of video annotations enabling users to benefit 
from video tagging. Nonetheless, a substantial number of scholars have attempted 
to shift progress in R&D on unsupervised models of highlights capture. For ex-
ample, [4] have acknowledged that AI is at the forefront of technological devel-
opment and the shift to a new level of global operation. These scholars have noted 
the immense success of WSC Sport as a sports algorithm framework capable of 
providing highlights of NBA team statistics, highlights, and various kinds of data 
to sports fans in real-time. An automagical solution is what WSC Sport calls 
themselves and explains with the definition of the word from a Dictionary: some-
thing happens automatically, but from the outside, no one can explain exactly 
how. The initially Israeli startup WSC Sport broke into the American market in 
late 2015 and turned the NBA’s highlighting process around [5]. There, video 
reviews are especially needed, because dozens of effective actions are performed 
in each game, and a fan needs to highlight the main ones. 

WSC Sports Technology is an artificial intelligence that can collect highlights 
from really key moments without any human intervention at all. The technology 
recognizes the signs of the most important episodes: how the score changes after 
an accurate throw, how emotionally the players and fans react, whether the 
commentator powerfully intones, and so on [4] [5]. During the match, the algo-
rithm generates a rating from all game segments in general, each of which is 
marked with details: the characters, the type of throw (long-range, medium, from 
under the ring, with resistance or open), the features of the episode (quick at-
tack, positional attack, throw immediately after transmission) [4] [5]. The tech-
nology allows you to create highlights at any time and for any duration, just set 
these parameters. For example, cuts of the actions of a particular player fit per-
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fectly into a live broadcast, if he is especially (or unexpectedly) good, in a long 
break or immediately after the match, a video of the main moments as a whole is 
organic. A club or an owner of media rights can use customized highlights at any 
time and for any reason: if one wants to highlight the main antagonist of a win-
ning match—the algorithm collects a minute video for Instagram [5]. If the fo-
cus is to spectacularly announce the extension of a contract—in a couple of 
clicks one can receive the best moments of the player’s career from WSC Sport. 

Naturally, it was possible to do the same thing before, but manually and with a 
constant risk of missing something. Israel’s technology, which is rapidly learning 
itself and already conquering other sports, is a perfect example of intensive de-
velopment when a standardized task is transferred to smart development, and 
human resources can be directed to creativity [5]. In addition, manual assembly 
takes extra time, and WSC Sport returns the advantage to clubs and the league in 
the fight for the second screen of the viewer. 

There is no exact data or research details on how this algorithm works, but the 
scientists say their technology is constantly learning, so the further they go, the 
better they can harness the full power of artificial intelligence [5]. The algorithm 
prioritizes in real time because different events can be the most important in 
different matches. The most important thing is not just to collect moments in a 
cut, but with the help of AI technologies to succinctly formulate the same plot 
that has developed in the match [2]. 

WSC Sport is one of the flagships in the creation of ultra-personalized con-
tent. In addition to the NBA, the American football league MLS, the most pro-
gressive sports media in the world, [2], and others are already cooperating with 
the company. They all understand that in parallel with global coverage, the de-
mand for individual media consumption is growing. Among the audience, many 
want to determine for themselves what exactly and when exactly to watch [6]. 
Instead of targeting content to specific markets or demographics, one can now 
give users the chance to customize it for themselves [2]. Integration with a chat-
bot in a messenger is unlimited access for a regular user to a huge content data-
base, which is automatically (or rather, automatically) created for any occasion. 
Now any media company and organization that wants to be active and visible 
through their content has a powerful additional tool. 

Yet, the WSC Sports technology seems to be too complex and is based on a 
substantial data-gathering process. A new solution has been suggested by [1]. 
Scholars have utilized the contrastive learning methodology. The main focus of 
their framework is to teach the algorithm an unsupervised scope of actions that 
can be applied for multiple downstream tasks. The AI is trained to create a ran-
dom mapping, localization, identification, and segmentation of images in a vid-
eo stream. The algorithm also performs the cropping and editing functions pre-
senting the best images in a given sequence thereby transforming the original frame 
to avoid spoilers and increase attention and awareness of the specific product. 
The scholars have initially considered their methodology with a focus on con-
trastive learning to conduct the visual transformation in the most straightfor-
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ward way possible. By applying the dropout sequence as part of the contrastive 
learning procedure, [1] have managed to develop an unsupervised sequence em-
bedded in the algorithm that is now capable of a general transformation with the 
highlight presentation as the outcome. Scholars have developed an unsupervised 
framework that is capable of picking the most attractive clips that further make 
up a single vector. Then the dropout sequence is applied for the transformation 
to take place and to be able to map the two vectors, localize the moment of in-
terest, and cluster the imaging, with its further segmentation. As presented in 
Figure 1, the framework allows us to cluster the video based on content, yet with 
the dropout fluctuation and change. This allows for better clusters to be chosen 
for further highlighting and production of video embedding. Figure 1 shows the 
same video content embedded in vectors with the non-highlights (left) cluster 
that have been dropped, and the highlights (right) cluster that the algorithm has 
decided to retain for further operation and editing. 

Figure 1 clearly shows that the non-highlight clusters do not fit the frame-
work as they overlap, are inconsistent, and are different in both scope and con-
tent. Each video feed is presented as a different color, with the application of 
random dropout sequences to categorize the feed. This demonstrates the diffi-
culty there is in directly utilizing the video feed and using it in the video high-
lights compilation from the start. 

3. Suggested Approach and Results 
3.1. Overview 

The approach presented in [1] suggests first splitting the video feed into same- 
length clips. Each clip is represented using a vector, whereas the whole video is 
presented in the form of a clip sequence. Then the C3D action recognition mod-
el is implemented to extract the raw features of dimension. The main goal here is 
to achieve high scores through a contrasting learning framework (Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 1. The non-highlights clusters vs highlights clusters [1]. 
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Figure 2. C3D action recognition clip selector. 
 
Here we learn to map the changed vectors farther away from each other in the 
sequence. The clip selector establishes a specific attention score further used to 
compute a specific sum of the clips measured against the scale of the highlight 
clips. 

3.2. Generic Attention Layer + Highlight Selector 

The generic attention layer is an important factorial inclusion to make the nota-
tion as simple as possible. Figure 3 demonstrates the peculiar impact that this 
layer has on the transformation process of the entire perception of the video feed. 
The attention layer is defined as such that queries Y using X. At the output, we 
receive a generic attention score in the form of an attention map with a particu-
lar interdependence level between xi and yi. This allows us to determine the in-
teraction and the level of interchange between the various sequences presented 
in the video feed. This is also required for the smooth transition of the audio feed 
between the transformed vectors. After all, if the query and key highlight sequences 
are different in length, that would mean that there would be a residual part re-
quiring us to remove the clip from the framework altogether (as in Figure 1). 

The Farcana video feed from the Twitch clip was broken into an equal num-
ber of clips with a predetermined number of frames for each feed. As a result, we 
obtained N clips. As has been mentioned each clip is passed through a pre-trained 
C3D action recognition model, to size each clip. The generic attention layer then 
models the relationship between clips to determine their coherency and their 
compatibility. Then the second sequence of generic attention layer identification 
is conducted to determine the specific features of the query pool. As a result, we 
receive a set of attention scores with a comparison to the highlights score. These 
scores remain unsupervised in the process of embedding with the application of 
contrasting learning. The highlight detection is aimed at capturing the relation-
ship between different clips, even if they are not from the same moment in time 
of the Farcana Twitch feed. 
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Figure 3. Generic attention layer. 

3.3. Analysis 

The approach in [1] has allowed to teach the algorithm the process of video 
clustering bearing in mind the ongoing dropout fluctuations. This model learns 
to pick out moments that cannot be considered highlights due to the peculiar 
dropout moment and a low generic attention score. Yet, if the model does fore-
most drop the non-highlight clips, it may have been safe to assume that the re-
maining would be safe to use for the highlights. Yet, this is not the case, as 
should the algorithm stop at this moment, the quality of clusters will deteriorate, 
and therefore the performance of the contrastive learning model suggested by 
[1] would simply become irrelevant and inapplicable in any potential sphere of 
operation.  

Instead, one suggests resetting the algorithm from start by comparing the 
non-highlight clips to the remaining hypothetically highlight clips. We use the 
C3D Action recognition model on both, having both groups of clips pass the 
whole process again to receive the output of the first generic action level. Again, 
the remaining clips are sampled into non-highlights and highlights. This cycle is 
repeated another twenty times with a different set of dropout requirements. The 
embedding outputs should form a separate cluster, with a specific intra-cluster 
distance. The closer the video embeddings are to each other the greater interre-
lationship between them. Whereas a greater distance would demonstrate that the 
videos are too far apart from each other both in terms of content and even ge-
neric attention scores. To measure the distance, the cosine distance is used. This 
score allows the algorithm to receive intra- and inter-cluster statistical data and 
consequentially compute the mean value across all videos.  

The highlight clips form a tight cluster with embeddings located close to each 
other, whereas those at a greater intra-cluster distance identify the clip to be a 
non-highlight clip. In addition, as is visible from Figure 1, the highlight clips 
form separated clusters that are located at a substantial difference from each 
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other. This allows the algorithm to pinpoint the best moments and further edit 
them into a highlight clip. 

4. Conclusion and Limitations 

This paper has utilized the model presented in the study by [1] to determine the 
possibility of attaining highlights from the Farcana 2.0 version Twitch video feed. 
We have implemented a simple unsupervised method that is repeatable and does 
not require additional complex state-of-the-art equipment or method. This model 
distinguishes the dropouts from other models, with a highlight received as the 
outcome. No external large data is collected, with the model having the possibil-
ity to remain unsupervised/weakly supervised in highlight detection. 

Despite the evident success, there are certain limitations to the process. It has 
been determined that the non-highlight clips do not contain the same amount of 
information, yet there is still a chance that this can be disproven over a higher 
number of sequences running the model. A possible explanation could be the 
substantially different content of the videos. A possible solution is by choosing 
video feeds that are closest to the specific video in question to form a topical 
constitution of negative pairs. The current study only chose random feeds of 
Farcana 2.0 version release gameplay. 
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Abstract 
The gamification of learning has proven educational benefits, especially in 
secondary education. Studies confirm the successful engagement of students 
with improved time on task, motivation and learning outcomes. At the same 
time, there remains little research on games and learning at the postsecondary 
level of education where traditional pedagogies remain the norm. Studies that 
have been conducted remain almost exclusively restricted to science pro-
grams, including medicine and engineering. Moreover, postsecondary sub-
ject-matter experts who have created their own gamified experiences often 
are forced to do so on an ad hoc basis either on their own, teaching them-
selves game engines, or with irregular support from experts in the field. But 
to ensure a well-designed, developed, and high-quality educational experience 
that leads to desired outcomes for a field, a sustainable infrastructure needs to 
be developed in institutions that have (or can partner with) others that have 
an established game design program. Moreover, such a design-based learning 
approach can be embedded within an existing studio model to help educate 
participants while producing an educational product. As such, this qualitative 
case study provides an example of the process of operationalizing a game de-
sign studio from pre-production through post-production, drawing from the 
design and development of the educational video game The Museum of the 
Lost VR (2022). The results, resources, and classification system presented are 
scalable and provide models for different sized institutions. Methods to de-
velop a sustainable infrastructure are presented to ensure interdisciplinary 
partnerships across departments and institutions with game design programs 
to collaborate and create educational experiences that optimize user expe-
rience and learning outcomes. 
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Management, Team Structure 

 

1. Introduction 

The possibilities provided through the gamification of education are becoming 
more broadly accepted beyond secondary education. The softening has been 
achieved through gaming being adopted in many areas of daily life for users 
from a variety of backgrounds and ages. When applied to education, gaming can 
ensure learning materials to become more engaging and motivating. Such exam-
ples already include Khan Academy and applications like Duolingo. The same 
methodologies used in these examples are being used more and more in the vir-
tual classroom, as well [1] [2]. One reason that gamification is being adopted is 
that active and participatory learning strategies are superior to passive alterna-
tives to engage learners. Recent studies have demonstrated that there is greater 
retention and engagement in the learning process if there is purposeful partici-
pation included in lesson plans. Dastyar [3] confirms that the role of motivating 
factors that work in tandem with participatory learning increases both motiva-
tion and academic achievement in students. At the same time, games are also 
emblematic of a broad cultural shift toward said participatory culture and offer 
ways to model the same educational experiences. For instance, the act of gaming 
and gaming communities move players/students beyond passively consuming 
media/information to actively participating and producing an experience through 
their interaction with the game itself and other players. Moving beyond playing 
games, the process of designing, evaluating, and developing said experiences it-
self can be an intentional educational strategy through design-based learning 
(DBL). Students involved in the creation of gaming experiences have the ability 
not only to add to their portfolio but gain valuable skills for a variety of indus-
tries in their role in a team for a game studio. The process aligns closely with the 
ADDIE model for instructional design (Figure 1). The same models for DBL as 
a pedagogical approach and embracing participatory culture may be adopted by 
educators as in this study [4] [5] [6].  
 

 
Figure 1. ADDIE model of instructional design. 
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There are various strategies educators at different levels can take when gami-
fying their curriculum. For instance, activities within the classroom itself may be 
gamified, such as adding point systems to responses and discussions to full im-
mersive adventure experiences that last an entire course [7]. Others who wish to 
leverage the benefits of video games to engage and motivate students, improve 
their overall experience in the course [8]. Regardless of the resources of an edu-
cator’s institution, there are many freely available educational video games on 
the web, such as ABCYa with experiences from pre-K to grade 6. Similarly, se-
rious games may be found on FUNBRAIN and Education.com through libraries 
of games, videos, and books for K-8 students. Yet, while there are many existing 
resources available, especially with regards to secondary educational gaming, 
postsecondary educators are left with few choices aside from the publisher re-
sources included in e-textbooks, such as interactive readings and self-quizzing 
options. Gamified experiences tailored to various disciplines remain out of reach 
for most college students who would benefit from a more participatory approach 
to teaching and learning. Studies on the positive impact of gaming for college 
students often look at existing video games and consider how different genres 
(role-playing games [RPG], first-person shooters [FPS], etc.) may support de-
veloping certain skills, such as critical thinking or teamwork [9]. The ability to 
create an intentional learning experience to support a specific outcome designed 
by a subject matter expert (SME) in the field not only leads to a better under-
stand of the topic being covered, but also can more readily align with the addi-
tional durable skills on which current research focuses [10] [11] [12] [13]. But 
subject matter experts, no matter how accomplished in their fields, cannot ac-
complish this task alone; an infrastructure, supported by constituents both in-
ternally and externally, must be designed and implemented. 

One strategy to address the issue of providing support for faculty wishing to 
create a gamified experience and serious game for their courses, while also giv-
ing students design thinking experience, is for institutions to develop a sustaina-
ble infrastructure built on the substructure of a game design program [14] [15]. 
Instead of merely having a SME work with a team on an educational product, 
the experience itself can be a learning experience and extend beyond designers 
and coders. Students in the discipline of the SME along with those from game 
design can collaborate using DBL for project-based learning to gain skills just- 
in-time (JIT) as the iterative process of design unfolds. With an internally funded 
grant, a team of faculty, graduate students, contractors, and consultants con-
ducted a study on the potential of such a model. The following treatment presents 
the results of the study to operationalize an educational game studio at a mid- 
sized, private Midwestern university through the creation of the video game The 
Museum of the Lost VR [16]. The process of designing a successful production 
schedule and team structure is presented with recommendations for all phases 
from pre-production, production, post-production, and, finally, distribution. 
While the results from the case study are ideal for institutions with a game de-
sign department with a graduate program, the design is scalable and provides 
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models for institutions of various sizes and resources. Furthermore, the peda-
gogical approach of DBL in the process of gamifying educational experiences 
provides a model for all types of gamification lessons.  

2. Literature Review 

A broader variety of learners have been engaged as of late using educational 
games and the gamification of instruction in the classroom [17]. The use of 
game-based instruction is certainly not a recent phenomenon, but the broad 
adoption of recreational gaming for a more heterogeneous population along 
with ready availability of the technologies to create gaming experiences have 
coalesced to prompt adoption of serious games for educational purposes, as well 
[18] [19]. The watershed moment has arrived at the ideal moment as educators 
struggled and failed to engage students in the post-COVID era through many 
motivational strategies. The standard extrinsic motivation strategies employed in 
education, unfortunately, are effective only for a short time. On the other hand, 
gameplay can sustain attention and engagement for longer periods [17]. 

2.1. Theories for Gamification in Learning and Education 

The major theories of learning when considering gamifying education may be 
broken into four categories. Motivation, Self-determination, Achievement Goal, 
and Social Learning or Situated Learning theories may all be considered when 
considering a gaming strategy, however, the one selected will depend upon the 
field, lesson, activity, or outcome desired. As an example, should motivation be 
the most significant outcome, educators may consider Motivation Theory for the 
experience. Studies have borne out that motivation is the most important ele-
ment for a successful learning experience in a gamified environment [20]. Self- 
Determination Theory is also relevant as it builds on the dual system as a ma-
crotheory of motivation [21] [22]. Building on the extrinsic motivational theory, 
self-determination assumes that a learner’s motivation is influenced by the im-
mediate learning environment, and both social and cultural factors need be con-
sidered. In order to further develop inborn psychological desires to learn and 
achieve, educators may offer several options during instruction to ensure several 
variables are addressed. These variables include the perception of students that 
they have the ability to complete an activity, feel in control, and enjoy a sense of 
community with other learners. 

Turning to Achievement Goal Theory, the related macrotheory of gamifica-
tion takes for granted that learners are motivated by a desire to complete a task 
or reach a specific goal. [23] [24]. Given the interest in achievement, the theory 
has two specific goals which include performance and mastery [25] [26] [27]. 
The more self-motivated a learner is, the more they will appreciate and relate to 
mastery goals. These goals relate to an innate desire to understand a concept, 
finish a task or acquire abilities. Alternatively, learners who look to outperform 
others at the same task would fair better with performance goals, as these are 
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“ego-involved”. These learners are more interested in comparing themselves to 
others in a social setting than the actual learning outcomes associated with the 
task [28]. Along the same lines, Social or Situated Learning Theories also con-
sider the significance of social motivations and learning environments. However, 
instead of competing with others in a social setting, these learners do better ob-
serving others and their behaviors [29]. In order to be successful, educators need 
to first identify a student to act as a model for others to observe and then model 
their own behavior on once witnessing the outcomes of their actions. 

2.2. Game Design Studio 

However, before implementing these considerations of student motivation, edu-
cators need additional technical and operational support. Gamifying an expe-
rience requires both subject-matter expertise and a technical knowledge of game 
mechanics and other specialized skills if developing video games. An example of 
an educational institution addressing these concerns, and the operational and 
workflow issues inherent in developing educational video games is the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The approach took the shape of a Com-
parative Media Studies (CMS) project that aimed to consider real-world chal-
lenges through academic theories of games. Given the project’s success, MIT 
further expanded in 2006 with the establishment of the Singapore-MIT GAMBIT 
(Gamers, Aesthetics, Mechanics, Business, Innovation, and Technology) Game 
Lab. Through “applied humanism”, games are created within an academic con-
text. The goal of the project was to bring academics and researchers “down from 
the ivory tower” to demonstrate the values of their theories through building 
games ([30], p. 256). In the summer of 2007, 30 students from Singapore were 
brought for a nine-week internship to work with MIT graduate and undergra-
duate students to create six games. Each team had seven members: two pro-
grammers, two artists, a game designer, a test lead, and a project manager. In 
addition, a two-person audio team provided sound and music support for all 
development teams. Given the constraints of time, top-down oversight was not 
possible, and so the “Scrum” project management model was adopted from in-
dustry. This model requires agility in project management and acts on new 
findings, unexpected outcomes, and user feedback quickly and efficiently. Teams 
would iterate and develop a playable build of their games every two weeks and 
receive feedback. The goal in this instance was for each team to demonstrate a 
single research idea in their game project [30].  

Another example uses a more open pedagogical approach. 038 Games  
(https://038games.nl/), a serious gaming studio, works with clients that bring a 
specific problem or learning outcome that needs to be addressed through gami-
fication. The company offers a minor and educational experience open to any-
one who wishes to enroll from around the globe. In 20-week cohorts, students 
with various backgrounds work on as many as 15 different projects annually. 
The role of the instructor in the experience is as a coach as they do not provide 
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lecture content. Instead, the instructor serves as a project manager for the team. 
Team building activities are included in the course requirements for the minor. 
For instance, coders are set to work on the UI elements while art and design 
students begin work on the concept art for the game. Examples from the studio 
include an escape room, which can include a variety of discipline-specific infor-
mation, and players are then encouraged to work together, learning new infor-
mation in order to exit the room. The collaborative interactions between re-
searchers and subject matter experts (SME) and game designers and developers 
in the two examples above provided a starting point for our study in considering 
the logistics of such an enterprise. 

3. Methods 
3.1. Game Design & Production Process 
3.1.1. Team Structure 
The roles outlined in the grant proposal ensured faculty and student participa-
tion, along with outside contractors to fill any skills gap. The process followed 
recommendations for game development and documentation [31] [32] [33] [34]. 
The resident art historian served as subject-matter expert (SME) and primary 
investigator (PI) for the grant. The SME created the Game Design Document 
(GDD), preliminary level design, recorded audio clips, provided text-based in-
formation to be included on pedestals and for quizzes. The resident game design 
faculty member acted as project manager and oversaw meetings, kept updated 
files in a shared cloud drive for the team, and provided trouble shooting for team 
members attempting new functionality in Unity. Two game design graduate 
students served as game and level designers for the project; an external coder 
was contracted for the UI/UX elements, such as the functionality of the main 
menu and quizzes; and, finally, a consultant who had developed educational 
historical games advised on process. Only the two faculty members could meet 
physically, and thus the project team needed to adopt the strategies of virtual 
(remote) teams (Figure 2) in dimension of time, space, and culture [35]. In fact, 
the entire team never met together physically. The benefits of such a team in-
clude flexibility and a broader skillset, though motivation need be considered 
[36]. At the same time, the management structure was more formal given the 
requirements of the project and expertise required of the team to utilize the de-
centralized virtual team model. As the project required both expertise in the 
game engine, asset creation and management and development as well as con-
tent expertise in the material being covered, the matrix team model was adopted 
for logistical purposes. In the “two-boss system” (Figure 3), individuals report to 
different managers for various aspects of work due to expertise. Throughout the 
project, the team met with both project managers and received feedback and in-
struction based upon the expertise needed relating to design, mechanics, debug-
ging, and instructional material. As such, a hybrid team structure was developed 
that used both (Figure 4) the “two-boss system” and the virtual communication 
strategies for the project.  
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Figure 2. Virtual team diagram. 

 

 
Figure 3. Matrix team diagram. 

 

 
Figure 4. Hybrid team diagram. 

3.1.2. Pre-Production 
The initial design and production of the educational game was divided into three 
phases-pre-production, production, and post-production. The project ran from 
January-April of 2022. After securing internal funding, a pitch deck was devel-
oped in early January, which served as the GDD for the project. The document 
served as a centralized vision for the project and helped communicate expecta-
tions to team members, provide context and background for the project, and 
outline necessary game mechanics and components for the project [37]. During 
the pre-production process, planning for the project was completed and prelim-
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inary documents were constructed, including the GDD. The preproduction 
phase saw team members determine what tools and versions would be used for 
the project development. Unity game engine was decided due to team familiari-
ty. During this phase, sprint meeting times were decided as well as communica-
tion platforms (Microsoft Teams and Discord), task delegation, and individual 
expectations. In this phase, team members were selected, and the game’s core 
play loop was defined.  

3.1.3. Production 
During the production phase, work in-engine began with team members being 
relegated tasks and game mechanics construction began. During this roughly 
twelve-week phase, the team worked on modeling or finding game assets, de-
signing game mechanics, developing User Interface (UI) components, and gen-
eral troubleshooting. This phase also saw the widest delineation from the prede-
termined GDD sprint schedule. Regular spring meetings were conducted every 
week-every other week for 15 minutes and a full hour report alternating weeks. 
During the meetings, each team member reported on their activities for the past 
week and had questions answered on the educational goals of the games and 
identified technical solutions for player engagement. All meetings were con-
ducted synchronously via video conference platform, and, in fact, the team never 
met physically being located in different regions around the United States. In 
general, the early stages of the project found that the development team was 
completing tasks much quicker than initially outlined in the GDD. During the 
first two sprint meetings, all expected tasks were completed before the outlined 
dates in the GDD. Because of this, the development process saw a shift in workflow 
towards the end of the expected timeline. Basic locomotion and game mechanics 
were developed early on and provided more time later in the phase for UI crea-
tion and fixing game elements that were not working. By the end of the produc-
tion phase, the team had developed working mechanics for all project Minimal 
Viable Product (MVP) goals.  

3.1.4. Post-Production 
Once all levels had been completed and a beta version was ready for testing, the 
team oversaw recruitment and distribution of the build for the playtesting. In 
this final phase of post-production, marketing content was developed in the 
form of a copy and a trailer for the game, as well as final touches were to be made in 
the game. A period of playtesting lasted two weeks in which participants would 
complete a survey after playing the game to facilitate critique and feedback. 
These surveys would be used to pinpoint bugs and problems in the game for 
fixing during this period. Game platforms such as Steam and Itch.io were also 
reviewed for future submission. This phase also saw the game project being ac-
cepted to a virtual conference dedicated to gamification in education. 

4. Results 

The challenges faced during the design and development of the serious educa-
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tional game reflect that in the literature [38]. To improve upon the development 
and evaluation processes, the following recommendations and insights were 
gleaned from the team at the close of the project. For instance, the pre-production 
phase should have been preceded by a finished GDD and Level Design Docu-
ment (LDD). The pitch deck was created after the team was assembled, and a 
more efficient design process would be made possible with a fully fleshed out 
project prior to the development cycle. For such a visually rich project, reference 
images and examples should have been readily available from the outset for the 
whole team. To facilitate this process for a PI and/or SME, a template should be 
developed for internal use that can be filled out through backwards learning de-
sign. Additionally, game development documentation and institutional devel-
opment policy should be created unique to the organization’s needs [39]. Creat-
ing an expanded onboarding package for new SME would also be useful in what 
to consider, much like a design document in working for a client. The training 
should also include building expectations early on in the timeline so that the 
SME avoids continually adding additional functionality and UI elements as the 
project progresses.  

In the pre-production phase, recruitment should be of paramount concern 
and preparations should be made to ensure the most qualified candidates can be 
identified efficiently and on the project timeline. Criteria for selecting candidates 
should include demonstrable fluency with the game engine to be used in the 
project and a portfolio demonstrating past work. At the outset of the project 
under discussion, a call for portfolios was sent out to the entire game design 
community on and off campus. However, even though the positions were paid, 
only two students submitted portfolios. One asked if the game produced for the 
grant could also apply to his thesis project. One option for departments with 
graduate game design programs would be to consider building such projects into 
thesis classes each term so that the student’s final deliverable would be a game 
for their portfolio. Alternatively, the team recommends relying on faculty rec-
ommendations for qualified candidates and reaching out to them individually 
and directly to solicit participation.  

The production phase progressed quickly and smoothly. The recommenda-
tions for repeating such success follow the process outlined above. The timeline 
was appropriate for the group given the scale of the work. However, the scope of 
the project, number of levels, original assets to be created, etc. need be consi-
dered to establish a realistic development timeline for other projects. The grant 
budgeted 30 hours for the project manager, 20 hours for each game designer, 
and 35 hours for the coder. While the graduate students in the role of game de-
signer found the time allotment to be ideal, they did note that would not be the 
case for a full-time student or those with other responsibilities. Also, the project 
manager and coder went over their allotted hours, thus the team recommends 
budgeting more by percentage for these roles.  

With regards to the milestones and check in timeline, the group repeatedly 
noted how productive these were in terms of providing small goals to reach each 
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week and getting regular feedback. Additionally, the regular meetings build 
rapport and camaraderie among the group, which leads to more effective team-
work. The Discord provided the opportunity to ask small, technical questions 
and have them answered quickly on an as-needed-basis to keep the project moving 
ahead. The project manager sent out weekly assignments, breaking down the 
expectations for each team member and providing a clear timeline and goals. 
The project manager also met with the team outside of weekly meetings to ad-
dress any outstanding technical issues, such as advanced animations and cha-
racter rigging. Other communication software and strategies may also be consi-
dered: 
● Trello—tasks assigned per sprint review 
● Slack—feedback on art process, general announcements, DMs on specific 

questions 
● Teams—video conference sprint reviews 
● Google Drive—storage of assets, archive of presentations, additional files 
● Google Slides—sprint review template 

The post-production phase was truncated and could be expanded. Working 
under the constraints of the hours identified for the internal grant, the schedule 
for semester end dates, and availability of playtesters, the team agreed that more 
time should have been allotted for this phase. With the playtesting taking place 
over the course of two weeks, there was insufficient time to address all of the 
recommendations from respondents of the survey. Finally, sharing files on Google 
Drive did prove to be sufficient for the scope of the project, but having multiple 
versions that up to five individuals were working on that needed to be merged 
and updated continuously was laborious. Project manager recommends moving 
to Git Hub or using other version control software.  

5. Recommendations 
5.1. Initial Considerations 

The first consideration for any organization (or individual) planning to create an 
educational experience would be to assess capabilities and capacities at hand. 
Resources and support available will determine the size and scope of the project 
that may be undertaken. In many instances the SME themselves may have skills 
in coding or game design and development that would enable the completion of 
a small project or minimum viable product (MVP) that can be used to garner 
more funding. However, for large immersive experiences with multiple levels, 
assessments, and UI elements, a team will be necessary, especially since the goal 
of an educational game studio would be to afford the creation of experiences 
from a range of disciplines. At the same time, the team need not be solely com-
prised of individuals from within the organization: partnerships and an interor-
ganizational network should be cultivated to maximize skills and resources. For 
instance, one may have subject matter expertise with researchers and scholars on 
a given topic and another technical expertise and personnel to develop a pro-
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posed GDD.  

5.2. Structural Considerations 

Regardless of whether an institution has the subject matter expertise or a game 
design department with technical expertise to realize educational gaming expe-
riences, some guidelines for team and studio structure should be considered. For 
instance, results from the study confirm the necessity of having a clear project 
management plan supported by multiple avenues for regular communication 
and key roles in place. The size and scope of the project will determine the best 
path forward with regards to team structure, communication strategies, and in-
centives for participants. As noted, if the project involves a single-scene cine-
matic, VR mapping of one location, simple immersive simulation or single-level 
video game, then a small team will suffice depending upon their set, whereas 
large, multi-level games, full cinematic or multiple-level or location VR mapping 
will require a larger team. The timeline for team springs should reflect the size 
and duration of the project. For instance, if a project is to be completed within a 
single semester (between 3-4 months), weekly check-ins for the team to connect 
and report are advisable. On the other hand, if a project is slated for two seme-
sters (9 months or longer), sprints may be stretched to 2 - 3 weeks. The following 
suggested structural models are designed to accommodate mid- to large-sized ga-
mification projects. 

Option 1: Internal Game Studio 
The first option would be to design a studio that is funded either by an inter-

nal endowment or through experiential learning credit. Regardless, whenever 
possible, the project manager should consider compensating students, especially 
undergraduates, to ensure a high caliber of work produced. Funding for student 
and other team members may also be provided through an endowed fund that is 
renewable annually and used for internal projects for research in general or spe-
cifically for gamification projects.  

The team structure need be designed to accommodate the needs of those in-
volved: whether the team is local or will work virtually, how much and what va-
riety expertise throughout the development process will be needed, and what the 
timeline will be for the final deliverable. In the internal model, a faculty member 
will need a course release(s) or additional compensation to oversee management 
of the teams and projects, or an organization may hire a full-time staff member 
or post-doctoral student for a fellowship. 

Option 2: Collaborative Game Studio 
The second option would be to have an educational institution partner with 

another external entity, either a for-profit studio or another institution that has a 
game design department. In the external partnership model, students, faculty, 
and staff would still be involved in the creation of projects. The approach would 
be best suited for those who have SME but not a game design program proper at 
their own organization. As such, a faculty member with expertise in an area with 
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the complete GDD would work with students in that field to provide the instruc-
tional materials (audio recordings, quizzes, etc.) and oversight. In this common 
instance, the external partner would be providing technical expertise and, if an 
educational institution, experience for their own students in game design or 
computer science. 

Option 3: Hybrid Game Studio 
The hybrid model can be staffed by internal personnel or through the colla-

borative model. In addition to creating bespoke educational experiences for use 
in higher education classes, this hybrid approach also gives students real-world 
experience in working with clients in the for-profit sector. Establishing an LLC 
will be required to operate and handle revenue generation outside of the educa-
tional non-profit sector.  

5.3. Roles in Teams 

There are many variables that need to be considered when identifying who should 
be on a project team. In deciding on these roles, some questions should be ans-
wered that also affect the timeline and budget. 
● Does the SME already have all the research required for the project com-

pleted and instructional materials designed? 
○ If not, consider extending the timeline and including research assistants to 

budget 
● Is the project being created using hardware and software familiar to the 

team? 
○ If not, consider including a collaborative model or contractor to fill gaps in 

knowledge or include in timeline and budget to allow for upskilling team 
● Are there specific tasks to be completed that require specialized skills or 

knowledge? 
○ Identify these tasks and the associated expertise needed 
○ Consider budgeting average hours per week per role (note: an individual may 

fulfil multiple roles, thus alleviating the duplication of costs for the project) 
 Game Director (40+ hours/week) 
 Art Director (40+ hours/week) 
 Designer (40+ hours/week) 
 Programmer (40+ hours/week) 
 Sound Design (40+ hours/week) 
 Tech Art (40+ hours/week) 
 UI/UX Designer (40+ hours/week) 
 3D Character Modeler (20+ hours/week) 
 Assistant Programmer (20+ hours/week) 
 Character Texture (20+ hours/week) 
 Rigging (20+ hours/week) 
 Concept Artist (5 - 8 hours/week) 
 Storyboard Artist (5 - 8 hours/week) 
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 2D Textures Artist (5 - 8 hours/week) 
 2D Cinematics (15+ hours/week) 
 3D Character Animation/Rigging (15+ hours/week) 
 3D Modeler/Environment Artist (20+ hours/week) 

5.4. Role of the SME 

The role of the subject matter expert (SME) may shape the roles of the team, as 
well. The SME may be internal or external to the institution; their relationship 
with the project may be direct or indirect. Therefore, the following roles are 
proposed for the SME that range from most to least involved. 
● Project Manager: In this role, the SME provides both subject matter expertise 

in a given area for the topic to be gamified and possesses a working know-
ledge of game design and production. The team structure is best suited to 
smaller projects whereby a small team may be recruited to support develop-
ment. The SME may also serve in the “two-boss system” as a project manag-
er. 

● Team Member: In this role, the SME serves as dedicated member of devel-
opment team throughout process after completing the initial GDD and/or 
LDD, depending upon scope of project. The team is led by a project manager 
with expertise in design and development, but the project may be complex 
and evolving, requiring the SME to remain in the design spring meetings to 
answer questions and trouble shoot. 

● Subject Expert: In this role, the SME provides the initial premise for game 
and complete description of concept and mechanics via GDD, but (much like 
in the instructional design process) hands off the materials to the develop-
ment team and is contacted on an as needed basis should clarification on 
specific elements arise. The success of this role relies upon a thorough Game 
Design Document template being provided and consulting meetings com-
pleted with a game designer/developer to ensure all information is known 
from the outset and a fully realized experience may be completed separate 
from the original author. 

5.5. Financial and Curricular Considerations 

In all the options outlined above, the work performed by students can be em-
bedded within curricular, co-curricular or extracurricular elements. The appro-
priate selection will depend upon the option selected above and whether the cur-
ricular offerings exist, such as with a game design and development or computer 
science program that uses game engines. As such, Option 1 would lend itself well 
to embedding projects within the game design curriculum proper. In instances 
where there may not be such a program, such as with Option 2, offering expe-
riential credit for students across a range of disciplines is a better option. Finally, 
Option 3 may be used with co-curricular or extracurricular considerations, such 
as direct compensation for work on projects. 
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6. Conclusions 

Emerging technologies continue to disrupt higher education models. Educators 
are increasingly exposed to generations of learners that expect engagement and 
participatory experiences. One solution outlined in this study is to take advan-
tage of existing resources within and external to institutions. The software and 
game engines that undergird the creation of gamified learning experiences are 
free for educational use. The asset stores for the major engines, including Unity 
and Unreal Engine, boast thousands of free assets to populate and may be re-
combined for an unlimited number of scenarios and learning experiences in dif-
ferent fields. Where those interested in pursuing gamification of learning run 
aground is in finding those with the expertise or the time to upskill themselves 
or their students to take advantage of these resources. With that in mind, the 
results of the study encourage administrators, IT, and centers for teaching excel-
lence to hold workshops and provide free training to faculty and staff. Incenti-
vizing upskilling with professional development recognition, modest compensa-
tion, and/or certificates awarded via learning academies will improve buy in 
from constituents. However, support from the administration is key—an institu-
tion must make the strategy part of their institutional goals and put resources 
behind the initiative. Future research is recommended to scale out the designs 
outlined in here and determine how additional efficiencies may be leveraged in a 
given institutional structure. 

Institutions should remain relevant in the coming decade. The new participa-
tory culture demanded by incoming students needs be recognized through engag-
ing instructional material. Gone are the days of reading a textbook, listening to a 
lecture in class, and then taking an exam. In the information age, and as digital 
natives, students have near limitless access to information at their fingertips in 
real time and on demand. The role of educators will increasingly be to step aside 
and facilitate active learning strategies, stepping in, not as the sage on the stage, 
but as the SME who can assist with developing durable skills, information lite-
racy, and higher-order thinking to apply knowledge in various contexts. The 
gamification of education is one such tool at the disposal of educators today to 
assist in this way and ensure that immersive learning experiences are meaning-
ful, impactful, and engaging. 
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